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ABSTRACT
Online auctioning has attracted serious in-auction fraud, such as shill bidding, given the
huge amount of money involved and the anonymity of users. Due to the fact that shill
bidding is difficult to detect as well as to prove, very few researchers have been
successful in designing online shill detection systems that can be adopted by auction
sites. We introduce an efficient SVM-based two-phased In-Auction Fraud Detection
(IAFD) model. This supervised model is first trained offline for identifying ‘Normal’ and
‘Suspicious’ bidders. For this process, we identify a collection of the most relevant fraud
classification features rather than uncertain or general features, like feedback ratings.
The model then can be launched online at the end of the bidding period and before the
auction is finalized to detect suspicious bidders and redirect for further investigation.
This will be beneficial for other legitimate bidders who otherwise might be victimized if
an infected auction is finalized and payment done. We propose a robust process to build
the optimal IAFD model, which comprises of data cleaning, scaling, clustering, labeling
and sampling, as well as learning via SVM. Since labelled auction data are lacking and
unavailable, we apply hierarchical clustering and our own labelling technique to generate
a high-quality training dataset. We utilize a hybrid method of over-sampling and undersampling which proved to be more effective in solving the issue of highly imbalanced
fraud datasets. Numerous pre-processing and classification experiments are carried out
using different functions in Weka toolkit, firstly to verify their applicability with respect
to the training dataset and secondly to determine how these functions are impacting the
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model performance. Once the final model is built incorporating the relevant functions,
this model is tested with commercial auction data from eBay to detect shill bidders. The
classification results exhibit excellent performance in terms of detection and false alarm
rates. Also when compared to other SVM-based fraud detection systems, our model
outperforms the outcomes of those systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The advancement in information and communication technology has become a key
factor in digitization of many industries giving birth to online business applications like
e-commerce. Online shopping, one of the most popular forms of e-commerce, has made
buying and selling easier and hassle-free. Similar to online shopping, online auctioning is
a virtual service in which buyer and sellers, interested to buy or sell goods and services,
engage in a rigorous bidding process from across various locations with an aim to win
the auction at the best price possible.

1.1 Problem Statement and Motivation
The ever-growing industry of online auctions has encouraged people across the world to
participate in this exciting and alluring journey of procuring items of their choice at a
price of their choice. Millions of dollars are involved in this sector making it attractive
for buyers as well as vulnerable towards crimes by illegitimate money-makers. Thus the
evolution of this service has witnessed that more money attracts more unethical
activities. Given the complexity of the online auction process and the different types of
users involved in it, like buyer, seller, auctioneer, third party vendor, acquiring banks and
online payment systems, the scope of the criminal activities could range from selling
1

illegitimate good to inflating price of an item to non-payment for goods delivered.
Owing to the variety of crimes involved, it has become of immense importance to
develop different fraud monitoring methodologies to analyze and track these various
kinds of frauds. Usual fraud prevention mechanisms like fraud awareness, user
authentication and feedback based reputation systems can be sometimes reliable for
small scale frauds but are not full proved enough to protect users from becoming victims
of the frauds which are sometimes complex to detect. In this work we have concentrated
mainly on detecting the shill bidding activities in online auction which is both difficult to
detect and to prove given its similarity to the usual bidding behavior. Over the years it
has become essential for researchers to analyse bidders’ and sellers’ behavior and
bidding activities to come up with systems which can detect probability of shill and
prevent honest bidders from becoming the victim. This analysis to become successful
focuses on two important aspects:


Dealing with a large amount of bidding data with details like bidders, sellers and
auction specification information along with data like bid time and bid amount.



Ability to learn from existing fraudulent data characteristics and detect evolving
fraudulent behaviors.

Both these requirements can be addressed by applying Machine Learning (ML)
algorithms to this kind of problem. Fraud detection method can be formulated as a
classification method and several classifiers like Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, Logistic
Regression, Random Forest and SVM are considered while handling fraud in industries
like online auction, credit cards, telecommunication, banking and insurance and power
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utility. Each classifier has its own set of pros and cons when applied on different
application domains. Across all the domains, Support Vector Machines has been found
to be one of the most efficient and scalable binary classification algorithms. SVM has
largely been accepted as the most favoured classifier in application areas like pattern
recognition, text and image classification, bioinformatics and intrusion and fraud
detection. Though we have come across in many publications about its effectiveness in
areas like credit cards, power utility and telecom fraud detection but very few researches
have been done on handling online auction fraud, specially shill bidding, using SVM.
Some of the works that have been done till date involve frauds related to third party
payment like escrow services [Abbasi2009] and non-delivery of goods using SVM-based
text classification process [Almendra2011]. [Yoshida2010] used one-class SVM
classifier to detect outliers based on a set of known normal behaviors and users’ ratings.
Whereas [Lin2014] has shown how neighbor density calculation can affect the fraudster
classification process by SVM when applied on real-time data. A work by
[Ochaeta2008] has demonstrated how SVM classification process can make use of
different variables that are obtained through the analysis of offline data like item price,
user profiles, transactions and reputation feedback fetched from a network of proven
fraudsters. But for all above the systems, given their dependency on users’ feedback
ratings, which as discussed later is not very reliable, may not be termed as full-proof
solution. In contrast to an offline system [Ochaeta2008] that concentrate more on
learning the behavioral trends of already identified fraudsters, it is important now-a-days
to design an online system which can detect shill patterns practised by un-identified
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suspicious bidders following their behavior runtime during an auction and suspend the
event if required.

1.2 Research Contribution
Our system is a two phased binary classification and detection model where based on the
common shilling activities we try to train a model to detect fraudster in live auction. In
the first phase we train an SVM model based on a set of fraud patters that are derived
from the common behavior practiced by shill bidders and the label which determines
whether a bidder is behaving normally or suspiciously. This supervised process tries to
find a relation between these fraud patterns and the label. In the next phase the model
when fed with the set of fraud patters from an on-going auction, tries to determine the
label of the data based on the relationship found. Our model has exhibited high
efficiency in detecting suspicious bidders based on the formulated fraud patterns with a
Recall of 66% and AUC of 80% with unseen data. Whereas the learning model achieved
an overall AUC of 85% which is not very high when compared to unseen test data. Thus
it proves the generalization capability of our model which is able to overcome the
problem of overfitting. We have demonstrated how hybrid sampling technique benefits
the handling of imbalanced auction data which is a common case in fraud detection area.
As it is very difficult to find labelled auction data we have used clustering techniques to
label the data. We found hierarchical clustering technique to be more appropriate than
other clustering methods like k-means algorithm, since the number of clusters is
unknown in the beginning. Experimentally we proved that 10-fold cross-validation
works better than 5-fold cross-validation while building an SVM model for shill
4

detection. We have carried out rigorous experiments with the different Weka and
LIBSVM functions and their parameters to prove their suitability in building the
detection system. This system once online has the ability to launch the SVM model at the
end of the bidding period of each auction in order to determine which bidder is behaving
suspiciously or normally w. r. t. the fraud pattern values. In real-world scenarios the
auction site administrators might take necessary action by putting the payment and
delivery on hold for an auction detected as infected by our model and further manual
investigation may be carried out.
Though we found one study which has worked on classifying shill bidders using binary
SVM [Ochaeta2008] has some similarity with our work, but it is also different from our
work with regards to many aspects like features used, system scope and dependencies.
This work concentrated more on learning shill patterns from a network of fraudulent
transactions than detecting shill bidders within live auctions. Still our system shows
better performance during the learning phase with better F-measure of 87.8% when
compared to this system, where an F-measure of 80.7% is achieved. Our approach is
indeed the first time an SVM-based fraud classification mechanism using features
directly related to shill bidding behaviors rather than other uncertain features like
feedback ratings has been modeled to detect suspicious bidders runtime during an
auction event.

1.3 Thesis Organization
The remaining part of thesis is organized as follows:
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In Chapter 2 we discuss about the types of auction frauds that are commonly addressed
by researchers and industry experts. Shill bidding which is one of the most common but
difficult to detect frauds is discussed in this chapter along with its characteristics.
In Chapter 3 a review of the SVM methodology is done where we have broadly
discussed about the derivation and formulation of this algorithm and its benefits
compared to other ML algorithms. We listed a set of classification performance metrics.
In Chapter 4 we have highlighted related works with respect to 3 domains: Machine
learning in general for Auction Fraud, SVM in fraud detection areas other than auction
and how SVM has proved its efficiency in handling imbalanced data like frauds and
anomaly detection.
In Chapter 5 the overview of the model architecture is discussed with respect to the two
main phases, offline and online. Also the role SVM plays as a supervised learning
technique in this framework and the use of Weka tool are discussed here.
In Chapter 6 the methodology for constructing an efficient training dataset and building
the SVM model is explained in details.
In Chapter 7 we discuss about the different Weka functions and parameters involved in
building the robust shill detection model.
In Chapter 8 using commercial data we carry out several experiments to compare and
discuss the results.
In Chapter 9 we finally present the conclusion and future work related to our research.
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Chapter 2
Overview of Auction Fraud
Online auction fraud may be defined as illegitimate activities carried out before, during
or after a bidding process, with the sole purpose of gaining dishonest advantage, mainly
financial, over another person or organization. As per the Internet Crime Complaint
Center (IC3), a partnership of the FBI and the National White Collar Crime Center,
online auction fraud is one of the most frequent crimes reported on the web over the
years. Some of the major causes that may be held responsible for these crimes are
[Chua2002]:


High degree of anonymity by auction users.



Relaxed legal constraints against auction fraud.



Very low cost for accessing the auction services.

eBay, one of the most favoured online auction sites with around 162 million registered
users, reported total revenue of 8.6 billion USD in the year of 2015. As we follow the
trend in the last 5 years, though we see an ascend between 2011 and 2013 but the
revenue dropped by almost 45% in 2014 and could not recover much in 2015 as shown
in Figure 1 [Statista2016].
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Figure 1. eBay Revenue Graph
Though the split from PayPal is the major cause behind this drop but the Wall Street
Journal also stated in one of their articles that, eBay’s failure to attract customers is also
a reason behind this kind of revenue fall1. For many years, customers have complained
about eBay being unable to do enough to regulate and combat the fraudulent activities
happening on the site [Cohen2009]. Contrary to eBay’s claim that only less than 0.1% of
all the transactions are fraud, it is estimated that the fraud percentage is 15%, 18% and
28% respectively in the three top selling categories of eBay: Computer and Networking,
Health and Beauty and eBay Motors [Nikitkov2008].
IC3 2013 report shows there is an increase of about 43 million USD losses as compared
to 8 million USD in 2011 related to the auto-auction fraud. In IC3 2014 annual report, a
total loss of 11 million USD has been reported through 9,847 numbers of auction fraud
cases. From the prevention tips listed in the report, it seems that most of the auction
complaints are related to pre-auction and post-auction activities like product delivery,
payment authorization, fees stacking and product insurance. It is always difficult to
detect fraud happening during the bidding process that is in-auction fraud, which we are

1

Wall Street Journal Article “Ebay Reports Another Drop in Revenue”, January 27, 2016
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specifically concerned about. There is not much information available in the market
about the financial loss related to this kind of fraud. Still by considering the wide range
of empirical studies involving commercial data being done over the years in detecting
and combating in-auction frauds like shill bidding [Trevathan2008, Dong2010,
Sadaoui2016, Nikitkov2015], it may be claimed that this fraud is very common
[Zhang2013].

2.1 Types of Auction Fraud
Online auction fraud may be of several types and are categorized mainly in two
categories:


User Role – Buyer and seller as victims.



Auction Stages – Pre-auction, In-auction and Post-auction fraud.

English auction is the most common type of auction protocols where usually an item is
setup for sale by a seller and several bidders bid for that item through an incremental
bidding process. Whoever offers the highest bid within a stipulated time frame wins the
auction. Both buyers and sellers may be victims of auction fraud. The common ways that
fraud occurs in online auction are categorized below by victim types [Dong2009,
Noufidali2013, Bangcharoensap2015]:


Buyer as victim:
-

Non-delivery of goods – The product that is bought in the auction is not
delivered to the buyer even after payment.
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-

Misrepresentation of goods – The product details like value, condition, and
authenticity may be overstated.

-

Fee stacking – The fees usually related to shipping charges, hidden in the
beginning, are added to the cost after the sale has been finalized.

-

Shill Bidding – The artificial inflation of the price of an item by use of fake
bids from fake IDs or accomplices.

-

Stolen or black market goods – Selling of illegal, stolen or pirated goods.

-

Triangulation – This fraud may involve three parties, a fraudulent seller, an
innocent bidder and a legitimate third party e-commerce vendor, where the
seller gains profit by selling goods, illegally bought from the vendor, to the
unsuspecting bidder.



Seller as victim:
-

Non-payment of delivered goods – In spite of receiving the product, the
payment is not made or some fake credit cards are used to make payment.

-

Bidding rings - Several fraudulent bidders form a ring, and the ring members
have an agreement not to bid against each other in order to procure an item in
a much lower price.

-

Bid shading - In sealed bid auctions, a bidder may use an unfair mean to
know the highest bid before the bids are disclosed, and then insert a bid just
above the highest bid to win the auction.

-

Multiple bidding- Using high bids from fake accounts to run up the price and
scare off potential buyers, the actual bidder then retracts the higher bids,
getting the item at a much lower price than he would have otherwise.

10

The auction fraud may also be classified by another category, stages, with respect to the
time of execution during an auction event. These stages are namely pre-auction, inauction and post-auction stages. Figure 2 presents the different auction stages and the
occurrence of fraud across these stages [Ochaeta2008].

Figure 2. Fraud across Auction Stages
While most of the pre-auction and post-auction fraud are offline activities and have clear
indications, in-auction fraud is very complex to detect and track.

2.2 In-Auction Fraud: Shill Bidding
Shill bidding is one of the most common kinds of in-auction fraud. Fraudulent sellers
and their accomplices try to inflate the price of an auction item by submitting aggressive
bids through phony accounts. Once the price is high enough and is submitted by that of a
11

legitimate bidder, the fake bidders or shills stop bidding ensuring the legitimate bidder to
win the auction. This way the winner actually pays more than the product is worthy. The
seller himself sometimes creates fake accounts to bid for his own item or his accomplices
create phony accounts to do these kinds of collusive activities on his behalf. As
estimated by Jarrod Trevathan in an interview in 2008, there has been financial loss
related to shill bidding with a net worth of about 250 million USD [Cohen2009].
Moreover it is found that English auctions attract more shill bidders than other type of
auctions [Trevathan2008]. It is not very easy to detect shill bidders and thus the actual
number of occurrences of shill bidding is always higher than reported at any forum or
complaint centre [Gregg2008]. Some of the common behaviors of shill bidders and the
probable motives behind those are discussed in Table 1.
Table 1. Common Shill Behavior
Behavior
Submit bids in the early stage of an auction

Reason
To allure people to participate in bidding
process
To attract bidders and raise the current price
of the auction
To avoid submitting bids that might be very
high resulting in winning the auction
To raise auction price and attract higher bids
from other bidders
To prevent oneself from winning the auction

Outbid oneself with consecutive bids called
nibbling without winning the auction
Submit bids with an unusually low
increment average
Bids aggressively in the middle stage of an
auction
Becomes inactive at the final stage of an
auction
In spite of bidding aggressively hardy wins
an auction
Participate more for a particular seller
rather than a diversified lot

The target of a shill is not to win an auction
but to raise the price
Collusive act involves the fraudulent seller
and accomplices who act as bidders to raise
item price on his behalf
To encourage other legitimate bidders to bid
further by gradually raising the price

Submit bids immediately after a legitimate
bid
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The auction fraud prevention mechanisms may be online as well as offline. User
education and awareness are the most important steps to prevent users from becoming
victims. Legal institutions like FBI, RCMP and IC3, through their newsletters and blogs,
try to educate people about patterns of ongoing fraud and how to avoid them. The
reinforcement of severe punishment may help in reducing these kinds of fraud
[Conradt2012]. There are laws covering pre-auction and post-auction related charges like
unauthorized credit card use, wire and postal fraud, identity theft or bank fraud, but very
few legal codes specific to in-auction fraud like shill bidding are in place. This is mainly
because these kinds of frauds are hard to detect and very few systems have been
developed till date to uncover and combat them. For shill bidding and other bid rigging
related crimes, New York’ anti-trust law brought into effect in 1899 an act called “The
Donnelly Act”, which prohibits price fixing, bid riggings and monopolization among
others. This law may enforces a fine of up to 1 million USD and imprisonment of 4 years
if found guilty. Some of the basic ways to prevent users being victimized by in-auction
fraud are: digital guardianship, enforcing identification verification during account
creation and pricing rule enforcement.

2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the different types of auction fraud and the measures that are
taken to regulate these illegitimate activities. Among these, the most difficult to discover
and control are the in-auction frauds like shill bidding owing to their complex nature.
The different shill strategies and corresponding behaviors are listed in this chapter.
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Chapter 3
Review of SVM Methodology
Support Vector Machines or SVMs is a supervised ML technique which may be
employed for analyzing data related to classification and regression analysis. It works as
a non-probabilistic binary classifier which helps in classifying instances into one of the
two classes. Though it was invented in 1963, the current incarnation being used was first
published by Cortes and Vapnik in 1995. It was primarily designed to address linearly
separable datasets. But later with the introduction of kernel functions, non-linear
classification has been made possible. The method has been improved further in several
ways to satisfy different other problems in the domain of data classification and
regression. These problems are clustering (unsupervised learning), multi-class
classification, transductive or semi-supervised learning and incremental learning.

3.1 Foundations of SVM
SVM methodology is based on the statistical learning theory and principle of Structural
Risk Minimization (SRM) introduced by Vapnik and Chervonenkis in 1974. SVM
follows the theory of statistical learning where, by gaining knowledge from a set of
classified training data a prediction model is built which in turn helps in making decision
regarding the classification of a set of unseen data. The SRM method aims at minimizing
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the upper bound on the training error, which is the risk of not classifying unseen or test
data correctly in spite of classifying all training examples accurately. SRM provides a
trade-off between the model complexity and training error, which means, the model is
neither too simple nor too complex in terms of successfully fitting the data.
The set of inputs for SVM is the features and the corresponding class of an instance and
the output is the learned model. The concept of these sets of inputs and outputs are
somewhat similar to that of Neural Networks [Berwick2003] and is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. SVM Classification Model
In a binary classification problem, SVM helps in constructing a hyperplane which works
as a decision boundary by dividing a set of data into two classes. The aim is to find the
hyperplane that produces the maximum separation between the two classes, that is, SVM
helps in building a margin which has maximum distance from the nearest data points of
both classes. This margin is called the maximum margin hyperplane. The larger the
margin, the better is the generalization capability of the classifier. Generalisation
capability measures a classifier’s ability to predict unseen data accurately and this is how
SVM satisfies the concept of SRM. Also it may be stated that if the margin is not
maximum, then the chance of misclassification is higher.
15

The data points that are nearest to the hyperplane from each class are said to be the
support vectors and those are the data points that solely impact the performance of the
classification model. Thus the complexity of the SVM algorithm depends on the set of
support vectors rather than the entire dimension of the input space.
A. Classification with Linearly Separable Data
Two classes of data are said to be linearly separable when a straight line separating these
two classes may be distinctly drawn as shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, there may be
many hyperplanes that are drawn to separate the data into two classes (shown by dotted
lines) but SVM concentrates on the maximum margin hyperplane (denoted by solid line)
for classifying the data. When the data can be linearly separable without any error or
noise it is called hard-margin classification. By error or noise we mean that, there is no
outlier or data point from different class present within the boundary of one class, which
implies that all the data points present within a class rightly belongs to that class.

Figure 4. SVM for Linearly Separable Data
16

A training dataset in binary classification is represented by a tuple (xi, yi) where xi
represents the training record and yi the corresponding class. X is a set of n training
instances with each instance having M features which help in identifying the class Y of
that training instance [Nagi2010].
X = xi where xi Є ℜM and i=1, 2,..., n

(3.1.1)

And the class may be denoted by
Y = yi where yi Є {-1, +1} and i=1, 2,..., n

(3.1.2)

where -1 and +1 are the negative and positive classes respectively. The positive and
negative class labels are determined based on the domain and the data to be classified.
While dealing with fraud data, positive class is the set of data which are labelled as fraud
transactions whereas negative class is the set of data which are labelled as normal or
legitimate transactions.
Thus the linear decision boundary is represented by a linear function f on a training
example x:
f(x) = (w.x + b) , w∈ℜm , b∈ℜ

(3.1.3)

where w is the weight vector corresponding to each training instance and b is the bias
term or an offset of the hyperplane from the boundary as shown in Figure 4.
Thus for positive examples, data points should fall beyond (w.x +b ≥ +1) and for
negative examples it should be beyond (w.x +b ≤ -1).
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2

As illustrated in Figure 4, in order to maximize the margin, the value of ||𝑤|| needs to be
maximized. [Hamel2009] stated that, any maximization problem may be turned into a
minimization problem. Thus we derive the convex optimization problem in the form of
the following objective function [Hejazi2012]:
||𝑤||2

g(w) = min

(3.1.4)

2

subject to
yi (w . xi + b) ≥ 1 where 1≤ i ≤ n

(3.1.5)

This ensures that data points do not fall inside the margins of the two classes. A convex
optimization problem will always find a solution with the global minimum [Hamel2009]
that is, a solution with the smallest value of the objective function. This may be achieved
via quadratic programming.
The above convex minimization problem is further represented in the form of Lagrange
dual problem to make the algorithm more dynamic in case of its usage in higher
dimensional space. This is because in the Lagrangian formulation the training data
appears only as the dot product of vectors.
The Lagrange duality is formulated in terms of Lagrange multiplier (α ≥ 0) [Hejazi
2012]:

L(w,b,α) =

||𝑤||2
2

– ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 ( yi (w . xi + b) – 1)
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(3.1.6)

The above Lagrangian objective function L has to be minimized with respect to primal
variables w and b, and maximized with respect to dual variable α. It is easier to solve the
dual Lagrangian problem than the primal problem of convex optimization. Also it is
found that solving the dual problem is the only way to train SVM while working in the
feature spaces [Chen2005]. When this objective function L is minimized to zero with
respect to w and b, we have [Hejazi2012]:
w = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 yi xi

(3.1.7)

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 = 0

(3.1.8)

Reformulating the Lagrange dual problem with these derivatives and considering the
constraint α ≥ 0 we obtain [Nagi2010]:
Maxα W(α) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 -

1
2

∑𝑛𝑖,𝑗=1 𝛼𝑖 𝛼𝑗 𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑗 𝑥𝑖 . 𝑥𝑗

(3.1.8)

subject to
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 = 0 , αi ≥ 0 , i=1,2,...,n

(3.1.9)

So the objective function is in term of αi only and if either of the values of w or all αi is
known, the other value is known [Law2006].
By Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementarily condition, we may get the following
constraints from the equation w = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 yi xi [Nagi2010]
𝛼𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 (𝑤. 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏) − 1) = 0, i=1,2,...,n, α ≥ 0
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(3.1.10)

This corresponds to the specific training instances called support vectors which lie on the
hyperplane when 𝑦𝑖 (𝑤. 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏) = 1 and α > 0 but when α = 0 the training instances are
some other data points, outside the hyperplane, on which the decision boundary
calculation does not depend [Junli2000].
Thus we may finally re-write the decision boundary function f(x) = (w.x + b) as the
following
f(x) = sign (w.x + b)= sign (∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 yi xi . x + b)

(3.1.11)

B. Classification with Linearly Inseparable Data
Data from real-world applications cannot always be linearly separable mainly due its
complexity with respect to the large number of feature vectors. When the data is not
linearly separable, there are chances that, while trying to separate them linearly, some
training instances may fall on the wrong side of the boundary as per Figure 5
[Cherkassky2007]. Since noise or error is involved in this scenario, it is called softmargin classifier.

Figure 5. SVM with Error Function
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Here the deviation of the misclassified training instance relative to its margin is
represented by a slack variable ξ ≥ 1, and the penalty parameter C acts as a regularization
term to trade-off between maximizing the margin and minimizing the misclassification
error [Cherkassky2007]. Thus the quadratic optimization problem 3.1.4 may now be rewritten as [Hejazi2012]:

g(w) = min

||𝑤||2
2

+ C∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜉 i

(3.1.12)

subject to
yi (w . xi + b) ≥ 1 – 𝜉 i where 1≤ i ≤ n

(3.1.13)

The Lagrange dual problem in this case is as follows [Nagi2010]:
Maxα W(α) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 -

1

∑𝑛𝑖,𝑗=1 𝛼𝑖 𝛼𝑗 𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑗 𝑥𝑖 . 𝑥𝑗

(3.1.14)

subject to ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 = 0 , C ≥ αi ≥ 0 , i=1,2,...,n

(3.1.15)

2

which is similar to the case of linearly separable data except when αi = C and 𝜉 i ≥ 1, the
data points are then misclassified.
And the decision boundary function is as follows [Hejazi2012]:
f(x) = sign(w.x + b)= sign(∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 yi xi . x + b)

(3.1.16)

In both the above cases maximum margin classifier with a linear decision boundary has
been considered. Another way to classify linearly inseparable data is by non-linear SVM
classification discussed hereafter. A flow diagram for the SVM method formulation is
given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Flow Diagram for SVM
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C. Kernels and Parameters
Classification for linearly inseparable data, apart from linear classification with slack
variable, may also be achieved via non-linear classification. When a set of data is not
linearly separable, with the help of kernel functions, SVM transforms this data from its
input space into a high dimensional feature space. This transformation is helpful mainly
because of two factors [Law2006]:


Non-linearity in input space, when transformed, results in linearity in feature
space.



Classification task becomes easier when transformed to higher dimensional
feature space.

In the higher dimensional feature space, the data may be linearly separable and a
hyperplane may be constructed to create a margin between the two classes as presented
in Figure 7 [Hejazi2012].

Figure 7. SVM for Linearly Inseparable Data
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One of the most important features of SVM is its non-linearity which it achieves through
the kernel functions which helps in mapping of the input vectors. Once again we have a
look at the decision boundary function in the equation 3.1.16, where the data points x
appear as a dot product (xi . x)
f(x) = sign(∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 yi (xi . x) + b)

(3.1.17)

A feature mapping function Ø is used to map the input vectors from an input space of n
dimension to a Euclidean space H with of dimension d.
Ø : Rn  H

(3.1.18)

Thus the decision function 3.1.17 may now be reformulated as:
f(x) = sign(∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 yi (Ø(xi) . Ø(x)) + b)

(3.1.19)

But in a high dimensional feature space it is both costly and complex to compute the dot
product of feature vectors [Hamel2009], thus we use kernel function K to replace this. K
is a positive definite function which satisfies the Mercer’s condition [Law2006]. The
inner product of the two data points in the kernel function usually measures the similarity
between these data points by measuring the distance between them in an input space.
K(xi, x) = Ø(xi) . Ø (x)
The kernel function K allows the inner product to be calculated in the feature space by
the virtue of kernel trick without taking into consideration the transformation by feature
mapping, thus making the calculation inexpensive and easier [Hamel2009]. The decision
boundary function is now:
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f(x) = sign(∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 yi K(xi, x) + b)

(3.1.20)

There are several kernel functions that are in use according to their significance in the
application domain. The most common kernel functions used are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Kernels and Parameters
Kernels
Linear
Polynomial

Radial Basis Function (RBF)
Sigmoid

Formula
Parameters
K(Xi, Xj) = Xi . Xj
Not Applicable
K(Xi, Xj) = (γ Xi . Xj + C)d γ : kernel parameter, γ > 0
C : Cost function, C > 0
d : polynomial degree, d ≥ 2
K(Xi, Xj) = exp(-γ |Xi - γ : kernel parameter, γ > 0
Xj|2)
K(Xi, Xj) = tanh(γ Xi . Xj γ : kernel parameter, γ > 0
+ C)
C : Cost function, C > 0

C is the cost function used in kernels. The value of C when very large may lead to
overfitting while the opposite may lead to under-fitting. Thus it is very important to
choose the parameter values in such a way that the trade-off between these values return
an efficient solution.
Overfitting is a common phenomenon which leads to the building of inefficient
classification model if not handled properly. It happens when the complexity of the
model is too high compared to the size of the training dataset. That means the training
samples are less in number compared to number of features which are more in number
and complex in nature. In that case, instead of returning a generalized model, the
classification process returns something that might work well for training dataset but not
for testing dataset. Apart from margin maximization other ways to handle overfitting
through SVM are: accumulating more training data, Cross-validation and tuning of
kernel parameters.
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3.2 Benefits of SVM
SVM has important characteristics which help it in becoming one of the most sought
after learning algorithms for applications involving binary classification [Gordon2004]:


Global minimum - SVM uses quadratic optimization problem to avoid issues
related to local minima. SVM always finds a global minimum because for a
quadratic problem the surface is paraboloid. Thus SVM solution is unique,
optimal and global and may be solved in polynomial time.



Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) – SVM is based on the concept of SRM
which means that this type of classifier tries to minimize the upper bound of the
expected risk of misclassifying test data. This is done by selecting the simplest
model to minimize training error [Vapnik1974]. SVM achieves this by
maximizing the margin between the hyperplane and class instances.



Generalization capability - This is the ability of the SVM model to perform
well with test or unseen data. This is also achieved by maximizing the margin
between the hyperplane and support vectors.



Time and space complexity – In SVM, these values are the square of the
number of training samples and thus may be handled by limiting the size of
training dataset. It is said to be memory efficient also due to the factor that its
solution depends only on a subset of data point, the support vectors.



Limited parameters – For SVM only choosing two parameters suffices for
building the classification model.
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Adaptability- Training is relatively easier in SVM. Also the same algorithm may
solve a variety of problems with little tuning.

When compared to other machine learning methods, SVM has several benefits over the
others as demonstrated in Table 3.
Table 3. SVM Benefits Comparison
Factors
Local minima

Noisy data

Imbalanced data

SVM
SVM does not suffer from
local minima since it provides
a globally optimal solution
[Cao2003]
Though SVM is sensitive
towards noisy data but it is
relatively robust compared to
other classifiers except Naive
Bayes when handling Noisy
Imbalanced data
[Seiffert2014]
SVM performs pretty well
with moderately imbalanced
data [Akbani2004]

Dependency on data points
(sparseness of the solution)

The optimal solution for SVM
depends only on the support
vectors [Cao2003].

Non-traditional inputs

SVM supports non-traditional
inputs, like strings and trees
other than feature vectors
[Law2006].
SVM has the potential to deal
with high dimensional feature
space [Joachims1998].

Large feature space

2

Others
Local minima issue is present
in Neural Networks
[Suykens1999]
K-Nearest Neighbor, Decision
Trees and Logistic Regression
are less robust in processing
the increasing level of noisy
data than SVM [Seiffert2014]

SVM outperforms classifiers
like Naïve Bayes and Decision
Trees in handling imbalanced
data [Zhang2015]
The computational complexity
of Neural Networks depends
on the dimensionality of the
entire input space. 2
Decision Trees and Neural
Networks operate only on
feature vectors
[Boulares2014].
In case of Neural Network, Knearest Neighbors and
Decision trees, low
dimensionality need to be
maintained [Spruyt2014].

http://www.svms.org/anns.html. “Support Vector Machines vs Artificial Neural Networks”
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3.3 Performance Evaluation Metrics for Classification
Most of the well-known performance measures that are generally used in case of binary
classification process are based on the confusion matrix presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Confusion Matrix
Predicted Class
Positive

Positive
Actual
Class
Negative

Negative

True Positive

False Negative

(positive instances
which are correctly
classified as positive)

(positive instances
incorrectly classified
as negative)

False Positive

True Negative

(negative instances
incorrectly classified
as positive)

(negative instances
correctly classified as
negative)

This matrix is prepared based on the actual number of positive and negative instances of
data against the obtained numbers for both the classes as predicted by a classifier. The
most commonly used measures, their definitions and formulas are listed in Table 5
[Gu2009]. The usage of each of the measures may vary according to factors like
application domain [Gu2009], ML technique applied, type of data, the classification
results expected and the kind of analysis to be done with the results.
Table 5. Performance Metrics and Formulas
Metric
Accuracy

Sensitivity or Recall

Specificity

Definition
The degree of right
prediction of a classification
model
The probability of positive
instances correctly classified
as positive
The probability of negative
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Formula
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
TP
TP + FN
TN
TN + FP

Precision

F-measure
G-means

Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC)

Area under Curve (AUC) or
Area under ROC (AUROC)



instances correctly classified
as negative
The probability of instances
correctly classified as
positive
Harmonic mean of Precision
and Recall
Measures the balanced
performance of an algorithm
between Sensitivity and
Specificity
A graphical plot to display
the performance of a binary
classifier as the
discrimination threshold
varies
The probability that a
classifier will rank randomly
chosen positive instance over
the negative one

TP
TP + FP
2∗

Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

√𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

Comparing Sensitivity vs. (1Specificity) across range of
values

P(X1 > X0)
Where X1 = score for positive
instance
X0 = score for negative instance

Accuracy – This performance measure is used to evaluate the prediction of all
the classes by a classifier. This metric works efficiently when the data is balanced
and evenly distributed with instances from all classes, in case of binary
classification both positive and negative. An incorrect prediction that is labeling a
data to the incorrect class will impact the accuracy factor.



Sensitivity or Recall – This metric is mainly used for predicting the minority
class accurately. In fraud detection the amount of fraud data is much less than
normal transactions, thus it is considered as minority class. Since minority class
is the primary focus here sensitivity is frequently applied as a performance metric
for fraud detection.



Specificity – This is used for predicting the majority class accurately and is
important since the training model is built based on both majority and minority
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class instances. In some application areas it is required to identify the majority
class accurately. That is predicting the majority class incorrectly has a higher
impact on the results than predicting the minority class incorrectly.


Precision – It is a measure of classifier exactness which determines how many
instances are correctly classified as positive among all the classified instances.



F-measure – In many real-world applications like fraud detection and medical
diagnosis where one of the classes outnumbers another class with a high ratio,
linear performance measure function like accuracy does not yield good results
leading to the selection of non-linear measures like F-measure.



G-means – Geometric means is also a non-linear performance measure metric.
The most significant property of G-means is that it is independent of the
distribution of instances between classes and the value is not impacted by the
difference in this distribution between the training and testing dataset. Higher rate
of misclassification of positive instances denotes higher cost.



ROC – ROC represents the performance of a binary classifier by plotting the
True Positive Rate against the False Positive Rate at various threshold points.



AUC – AUC is used to analyze that which classifier predicts the classes most
efficiently. AUC is a popular metric for measuring model performances. When
dealing with more than one classifier this metric helps in comparing and
identifying the suitable classifier.
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3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have discussed in details about how the SVM methodology works and
the factors that make SVM a preferred binary classifier over other classification
techniques. Along with the benefits discussed above, some of the reasons for choosing
SVM as the preferred binary classifier for our fraud detection model are:


SVM’s generalization capability ensures the effectiveness of the model when
applied to unseen or new data. In fraud detection applications it is very important
to detect new frauds accurately.



SVM works well when there is a balance between the number of features and
number of training instances. In our case the combination of training data size
and number of features is perfect for achieving good classification result.



Owing to the fact that we are dealing with a moderately sized training dataset,
our model is said to be both time and space efficient with respect to SVM
complexity.



Since our data is highly imbalanced, we applied sampling technique to balance
the data and it is usually found that SVM works pretty well with moderately
balanced data.



SVM is good at handling noisy data which is an important characteristic of fraud
data.

The commonly used performance metrics to evaluate classifier’s performance and their
applicability are explored in this chapter. Later we decide on which metrics to use.
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Chapter 4
Related Works
Several useful works related to auction fraud detection and applications of ML
techniques to the fraud detection area have been carried out in the last decade owing to
the market demand. In this chapter we broadly classify our discussion into three parts:
1. Auction fraud detection and methodologies being used.
2. SVM and its application in different fraud detection problems.
3. Handling imbalanced data using SVM.
Over the years, many methodologies have been applied to detect online auction fraud
like feedback reputation systems, social network analysis and machine learning
techniques [Noufidali2013]. For many years, feedback-based reputation systems have
proved to be useful in detecting probable fraudsters but as pointed out by [Rensick2000],
these systems may not be fully trusted owing to the fact that feedbacks are not always
honest and sometimes may be overshadowed by irrelevant grievance. At times, the help
of fake accounts are taken to accumulate positive feedbacks and also users do not always
provide their feedback on the system leading to insufficient data for assessing a seller or
buyer. Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a graph based system which sometimes
requires list of proven fraudsters to initialize the interactions and transactions between
users and predict the patterns of fraudulent behaviors. In papers [Bangcharoensap2015]
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and [Khomnotai2015] authors have used SNA as an effective method to identify
collusive behaviors of users. But one of the disadvantages of using SNA is that a list of
proven fraudsters is a pre-requisite to start building the network, which may not be
always published by the online auction sites owing to factors like privacy and dignity.
The process itself is also very complex and the growing network can impact both time
and space. With the evolution of fraud techniques and the growing amount of
transactions to be dealt with, it is found that data mining techniques, involving the use of
ML algorithms, are more useful in detecting illegitimate activities.

4.1 Machine Learning for Auction Fraud Detection
Extensive studies have been carried out to fight online auction crimes using ML
techniques and they proved to be more efficient and faster than other methods. Every
ML technique has its own set of strengths and weakness and through studies and
experiments we have tried to find how they are relevant for auction fraud detection. In
this section we have discussed how different ML techniques have been implemented in
the field of auction fraud detection.
In [Gupta2015] a 2-layered online hybrid model for auction (OHMA) is designed based
on Hidden Markov Model algorithm to both detect and prevent fraud from happening
during the in-auction phase of an auction process. The model firstly aims to prevent
unauthorized access to the auction system. Secondly it aims to identify the probability of
presence of shill bidding in an auction by tracking bidding behavior using the HMM
algorithm. Bidding features like number of bids and bid value placed by each bidder in
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past several auctions are used by K-means clustering algorithm to understand the bidding
behavior of bidders. This behavior is then compared with each of the bids placed by the
bidder in the current auction. Considering each bid for detection procedure can largely
impact the system performance and also cannot provide a definite picture of the user
behavior only by tracing one bid.
It is vital for an online auction site to prevent the shill from taking place rather than
detecting it. [Ford2012] proposed an incrementally trained feed-forward backpropagation neural network system to detect shill bidders in real-time and stop them. For
the experiment commonly auctioned item like ‘Playstation’ is used. The system is
effective in adapting to new shill patterns and learns fast from new data points. Feedback
rating is one of the user attributes used to create clusters from past auction data. But as
we discussed earlier feedback rating is not always a dependable factor for determining
user reputation as it can be manipulated. Another disadvantage for the system seems to
be the regular adjustments needed for a set of parameters to ensure the model
effectiveness.
[Chau2005] has demonstrated how Decision Tree can be successfully used in
discovering potential fraudsters. Since feedback ratings do not always portray actual
reputation, features related to user’s buying and selling activities are used to determine
one’s intention. Vital features which are closely related to shill bidding behavior are
employed to detect fraudulent bidders among a network of users. This method returns a
precision of 82% and recall of 83% proving it to be useful. Along with transaction
history and profile history, for this experiment a published list of fraudsters is also
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necessary to build the decision tree structure. Usually online auction sites do not publish
list of detected fraudsters owing to reasons like reputation and privacy, so this can be a
hurdle while applying this method in other real-world scenarios. Another method
[Ku2007] combining the process of SNA and DT has achieved a hit rate of 90% in
detecting fraud in online auction. It has been found that over the time shill bidders
change their behavior and adopt new tricks to deceive users. Thus it is important for a
system to adapt to these new behaviors, but we know that Decision Tree is not very
suitable for incorporating new data points as it requires complete restructuring in case of
incremental learning.
A fraud detection mechanism is a form of anomaly or outlier detection where
transactions which do not match the criteria of normal behavior are considered as
outliers or suspicious. In [Teixeira2008] a distance based approach using K-nearest
neighbor algorithm improves the process of outlier detection by increasing the efficiency
and robustness of the detection process. The system achieves this through clustering and
ranking heuristic approach applied to rank order search. This method is found to be very
effective for moderately sized and dimensioned databases but not tested on
comparatively larger databases.
As an improvement to general rule based moderation system, proactive moderation
system is formulated as an optimizing bounded generalized linear model for detecting
auction fraud [Zhang2011]. This model introduces the concept of positive weights and
imbalanced/weighted loss functions. In another paper, [Chang2012] proposes an
effective but inexpensive mechanism for early fraud detection by carefully choosing a set
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of rich attributes and then by improving the process through a complement phased
modelling procedure. Apart from enhancing accuracy this phased model also helps in
reducing the computational effort since not all the attributes are equally important in
every phase of an auction.
Another fast and scalable system called Netprobe [Pandit2007] was proposed in order to
discover a potential fraudster by tracking and analyzing user’s transaction with other
users. From a list of known fraudsters Markov Random Field techniques helps in
representing the problem in graphical format where the nodes are the users and the edges
are the transactions. This undirected graph can interpret the likelihood of fraud by
analyzing the pattern of known fraudsters. After this Belief Propagation algorithm works
towards discovering the suspicious bidders following the pattern discovered in first
stage.
One of noted works which used SVM for shill detection is by [Ochaeta2008]. Here SVM
and Decision Tree have been used to analyze bidder behavior. But this is more of an
offline system which focused on learning the fraud patterns from a list of blacklisted
users using feedback rating. We have already discussed the disadvantages of using
feedback rating and fraudster list.

4.2 SVM in Fraud Detection Area
SVM has gained major popularity as a binary classifier in several areas of fraud. This is
mainly due to the advantages that SVM has over other classifiers and also due to the
efficient performance of the classifier with simple as well as complex data. In this
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section we have discussed about the application areas where SVM has been successfully
applied to detect and prevent fraud.
Credit card fraud is the most common and large scale fraud that takes place in the ecommerce industry. Every year due to cards misuse and theft several victims face the
threat of losing millions of dollars. [Rajak2014] proposed a hybrid method of Danger
Theory and SVM to first extract abnormal transactions using Danger Theory and then
apply SVM to classify them further into fraud. The experimental results showed that
SVM returns a very high accuracy while classifying the abnormal transactions. It proved
to be the best classifier for training data and also prevents overfitting compared to other
methods owing to the SRM principle it follows. In another paper [Zareapoor2012] SVM
is compared with other machine learning techniques to depict that it has better time
efficiency and generalization ability. SVM has achieved these through two of its
important characteristics, kernel representation and margin optimization.
Another fraud area which closely competes with financial fraud is the telecom fraud.
According to Communication Fraud Control Association, the 2015 Global Fraud Loss
Survey report shows a loss of 38.1 Billion USD annually. [Farvaresh2011] has illustrated
in his work that SVM plays an efficient role to identify customer with subscription fraud
which is one of the top category of telecom fraud. SVM outperforms ANN and DT in
terms of accuracy. Whereas in another type of telecom fraud, SIM Box fraud
[Sallehuddin2014], it is also seen that in terms of False Negative rate evaluation SVM
returns better results than ANN. That means SVM is more successful in correctly
classifying fraud subscribers than ANN. SVM is found to require less building and
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training time as well as computational resource than the other method. Among the kernel
functions of SVM, RBF shows higher accuracy than Linear and Polynomial kernels.
Two other types of financial fraud, banking fraud and insurance fraud have also
witnessed a surge in the criminal activities in the last few years. Banking fraud may
include credit card fraud, money laundering or mortgage fraud [Abdelhamid2014]. The
proposed hybrid approach of supervised and unsupervised methods first classifies the
data into fraud and normal transaction and then performs outlier detection on the normal
transaction. Binary SVM and Single Class SVM have been combined to implement this
model which proves to be more accurate than any of the classifiers applied individually.
Another application [DeBarr2013] of a hybrid model of two Single Class SVM and
Random Forest classifier in the area of insurance fraud yields a profit of 13.6% when
applied in an auto-insurance company. The two Single Class SVMs help in identifying
the recently discovered fraudulent and legitimate claims and the Random Forest
classifier is trained with the SVM labeled data to find fraudulent claims.
Power utility is also a popular area where customers may suffer from non-technical loss
due to the illegitimate activities carried out by fraudsters. In [Yap2012] SVM has been
found to be more efficient than Back-propagation Neural Network and Online Sequential
Extreme Learning Machine algorithm in terms of high inspection hit-rate in detecting
loss in power utility sector. Due to SVM’s generalization ability it can predict the classes
of new or unseen data more appropriately. In another research work [Nagi2010],
customer load profiles which are part of the historical consumption data are analyzed and
then classified using a Multi-Class C-SVM classier into four categories depending upon
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the profile behavior. Grid search methodology has been implemented in this experiment
to find the optimal values for the SVM parameters. This system when applied on realtime data achieved an acceptable fraud detection hit-rate of around 50%.
Table 6 presents a snapshot of comparisons done by [Zareapoor2012] and [Bhavsar2012]
between some of the well-known machine learning techniques in terms of measurement
parameters like learning and classification speed, accuracy and cost. This was done
based on experiments related to credit card fraud area.
Table 6. Comparison of SVM and Other ML Techniques
Methods
Hidden Markov Model
Artificial Neural Network
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
K-Nearest Neighbor
Support Vector Machine

Learning
Speed
Not so Fast
Not so Fast
Fast
Very Fast
Very Fast
Not so Fast

Classification
Speed
Fast
Very Fast
Fast
Very Fast
Not so Fast
Very Fast

Performance
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
High

Noise
Tolerance
Low
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Medium

It can be observed from the above table that SVM has the highest accuracy rate and
faster classification speed, but it lacks in factors like learning speed and cost. Learning
speed in not always of major concern for application areas where the learning and
training process is done offline. But in case of fraud detection the parameters,
classification accuracy and speed, are of utmost importance as both play crucial roles in
detecting fraudsters correctly and without delay to avoid loss due to victimization. Thus
SVM is a preferred classifier in the fraud detection area.
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4.3 SVM and Imbalanced Data
The handling of imbalanced datasets, that is where the occurrence of positive instances
are much less compared to negative instances, has been a constant area of study in many
real-world applications. These applications are for example fraud detection, intrusion
detection, medical diagnosis and text classification. SVM has been proved to be a very
efficient classifier which performs really well under this kind of imbalanced situation.
SVM may handle this by assigning different misclassification cost for each class. The
total misclassification cost C∑𝑚
𝑖=1 ξi in equation 3.1.12 is replaced by two terms [BenHur2010]
C∑𝑚
𝑖=1 ξi  C+ ∑𝑖Є𝐼+ ξi + C-∑𝑖Є𝐼− ξi
Where C+/C- is the soft margin constant for positive/negative instances, and I+/ I- are
the sets of positive/negative instances. The total penalty for each class should be equal.
In his paper [Japkowicz2002] illustrates that SVM may produce robust classification
results when applied on imbalanced data. According to [Akbani2004], SVM works
pretty well with moderately imbalanced data. He expressed his faith in SVM as a
preferred machine learning algorithm for imbalanced dataset owing to its strong
theoretical foundation and learning capability as it concentrates on a set of limited
instances closest to the boundary (support vectors) and not on those which are far away.
As per [Koknar-Tezel2009, He2009] it is important to sample any highly imbalanced
dataset before applying any classifier. In [Seiffert2014] it is found that, once sampling is
applied, SVM outperforms major classifiers like k-Nearest Neighbor, Decision Tree and
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Logistic Regression when dealing with noisy and imbalanced data. In [Al-Shahib2005]
and [Zhang2015], SVM has been found to outperform two popular classifiers Naive
Bayes and Decision Tree C4.5 for imbalanced datasets. In [Zhang2015], a comparison of
these three popular classifiers has been carried out on a set of five datasets with varying
imbalance ratios. It has been found that SVM outperforms the other two classifiers in
terms of identifying the minority classes after a certain level of sampling is done on the
datasets. The authors used metrics like Sensitivity, Specificity and G-means to measure
the performance as accuracy is not a good performance measure while working with
highly imbalanced data [He2009]. This is because of the following facts:


Sensitivity metric provides the accuracy of minority class which is the main
target of classifying imbalanced data.



Specificity metric is useful when majority class is of more importance.



G-means is a chosen metric for classifications related to imbalanced data when
both the classes are of equal importance.

In [Zhang2015] for the larger datasets it has been found that RBF kernel performs faster
than Linear and Polynomial. Also it is observed that SVM returns the most accurate
results if any one of the classes is considered important.

4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, several empirical studies related to our work have been explored. Some
of the features that make our work different from most of the auction fraud related works
are:
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In most of the auction fraud related papers reputation or feedback rating is used
as the classification feature which is not very reliable as discussed earlier.



We have seen that many systems require a list of proven fraudster to initialize the
learning process. This information is not always available from the auction sites
due to privacy issues.

On the other hand SVM is proved to be a very effective classification method for other
fraud areas as revealed in the related works. Along with points discussed earlier in
section 3.2, we choose SVM also due to following reasons:


SVM performs better than other classifiers while working with fraud data.



SVM when applied on sampled imbalanced dataset works better than other
classifiers.



It is very important to build a real-time auction fraud detection model with fast
response time. This ensures that necessary immediate action is taken to minimize
the loss due to shill bidding. SVM is very fast with respect to classification speed.

We have also talked about the contribution of SVM in handling imbalanced data like that
of fraud data.
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Chapter 5
Overview of In-Auction Fraud
Detection Model
We propose a fraud detection model, In-Auction Fraud Detection (IAFD), which enables
online auction companies to differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate bidders,
which in our case are shill bidders based on the behavior they demonstrate while bidding
in an auction. Our model is an effective model to prevent the legitimate bidders from
buying an over-priced item by detecting shill bidders who try to raise the item-price.
This model is launched at the end of the bidding period and before the payment is done
to ensure that shill effected auctions are not finalized. If any bidder in an auction is found
to be behaving suspiciously, necessary offline action is taken to verify the findings and
once confirmed, it is up to the auction house to decide whether to finalize the auction and
process payment or cancel the entire auction and inform other legitimate bidders about
the findings. The manual verification and action is out of the scope of our work.

5.1 Phasing of the Model
Different online auction companies have different policies and strategies to address the
auctioning of an item through their site. Though the policies can be different but the
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basic framework is the same for the English auctions. Also the transactional records are
formed of the similar set of standard attributes, like bidder, seller and product
information, along with important attributes, like bid amount, bid time and starting price.
Based on different policies, there can be some additional attributes like reserve price.
Our model deals with those set of attributes which are common and can be found in the
transactional records of almost all online auctions sites. The IAFD model consists of two
major phases as depicted in Figure 8:
A. Offline Phase – This includes data collection, pre-processing, transformation and
building the model.
B. Online Phase – In this phase runtime auction data is fed into the model to test the
model.

Figure 8. In-Auction Fraud Detection Model
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As visible in Figure 8, the offline phase involves various stages like data collection, data
processing and model building. In data collection stage, in order to train the SVM model,
we collect offline auction data from the auction site or any trusted source. This data
collection is made keeping in mind few factors like product type and price, behavioral
details of the bidders and sellers involved in these auctions and auction execution period.
After collecting the data, it is processed and made ready for training the SVM model as
discussed in details in chapter 6 and 7. The model building process includes both training
and validating the model through cross-validation. IAFD model is the output of this
offline phase. This model is then applied to the online auction data as part of the online
phase. As demonstrated earlier in Figure 2, an online auction can be divided into overall
four stages where stage one of user registration is a one-time task, whereas the other
three stages of setting-up an auction, bidding activity and finalizing the auction are
common every time an auction takes place. Our model comes into effect at the end of the
bidding period and before the auction is finalized and payment done as shown in Figure
8. Once all the bid transaction details are available from an auction, bidder wise fraud
features are calculated for all the participants of the auction. These features in form of
testing data, whose format is the same as that of training data, are then used as input to
the IAFD model which determines whether a bidder behaved normally or suspiciously in
the auction. “Suspicious” bidder is a bidder who performs abnormal activities with
respect to shilling behaviors and “Normal” bidder is someone who performs bidding
activities as expected and does not practice the shill bidding approach. If it is found that
any bidder is classified as suspicious as per the SVM classification process, further
manual investigation is performed on that bidder for verification purpose. Instead of
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directly labelling bidders as “Fraud” by the IAFD system, we label them as “Suspicious”
as the finding requires confirmation before cancelling any real-time auction. And thus
instead of jumping to any conclusion, we prefer sending the suspicious bidder details for
further manual investigation to avoid misclassification in the finalization stage which
might result in financial and time loss.

5.2 SVM and the Model
The IAFD model is built based on the SVM binary classification technique. SVM with
its efficient classification capability helps in determining the two classes of bidders,
“Normal” or the negative class and “Suspicious” or the positive class. The two main
phases where SVM is involved are given below:
A. Building the Model – As discussed in chapter 3, SVM is a supervised ML
technique which means it requires a set of training data from which the model
learns how to classify the data. Training data is a set of already classified
instances which is used to train the model. A training instance is composed of
two parts as shown in Figure 9, first a set of features, Feature 1 to Feature n,
second the class or label like Label A or Label B. In each training instance,
values for the features are derived from the application raw data which usually
represent a set of transactions and the label denotes which class this instance
belongs to depending on the values of the feature set. Once these training
instances are provided to the SVM algorithm, it tries to determine the relationship
between the set of features and the label, which is the decision boundary function
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which separate one class of data from another. Thus the output of this training
phase is the decision function as demonstrated in Figure 9. In our case, the SVM
algorithm aims at obtaining the decision function which separates the class of
normal bidders from the class of suspicious bidders. Our model uses a set of
fraud patterns as the feature set, discussed in detail in chapter 6, to identify a
bidder as normal or suspicious.

Figure 9. Training SVM Model
B. Testing the Model – Once the decision function is learnt from the training data, it
is used on the testing data to determine their label. A testing instance is an unclassified data which has only the set of feature values but is not labelled. Now
the SVM model with the help of the decision function and the set of feature
values determine the label of the testing instance. Thus for this phase the decision
function and the set of feature values are the input and the label is the output as
demonstrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. SVM Testing Model

5.3 An Integrated SVM Tool for IAFD
In this section we discuss about all the software, tools and library packages that have
been used to carry out the experiments. Several software have been used for data
processing and preparation phase as well as managing input/output files as shown in
Table 7. We have used different open-source systems for developing our model keeping
in mind the cost, maintainability and scalability of the overall system. Open-source
relational database management system like MYSQL and programming languages like
Java are extensively used for fraud pattern modelling task.
Table 7. Environment and Software
Type
Database Server
DB Administration – GUI
Programming Software
Data Processing Software

Name
MYSQL
Navicat for MySQL
Eclipse IDE
Microsoft Office – Excel

Version
5.0.24a
11.1.13 – Enterprise Edition
Mars 5.0
Office 365

The main tool that is used for the training and classification purpose of the model is the
Java library suite developed by University of Waikato called Waikato Environment for
Knowledge Analysis or Weka [Witten1999]. Weka is a data mining software developed
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in Java which includes a set of ML algorithms for various tasks like classification,
clustering, regression and visualization. Weka not only has its own set of ML algorithms
but also supports other extensible library packages that need to be integrated with the
system. LIBSVM is one of those kinds of libraries available in the market with SVM
algorithm implemented in C++ in it. It is being developed and updated by Chang and Lin
since year 2000 [Chang2011]. Though Weka has its own SVM library but LIBSVM is
the most widely used, easy to implement and efficient library for SVM. Also LIBSVM is
found to be much faster than the SVM package embedded within the Weka tool
[Hsu2003]. LIBSVM library is downloaded as a separate package and integrated with
Weka in our Windows machine. It is important to configure the ‘CLASSPATH’ variable
properly while integrating Weka and LIBSVM. The versions used for these tools are
given in Table 8.
Table 8. Data Mining Tool and Library
Name

Version

Weka

3.6

LIBSVM

3.20

Description
Data mining software in Java which includes
several data mining algorithms and tasks
A library with C++ implementation of SVM
algorithm

As we can view in Figure 11, the screenshot of the Weka tool shows its different utilities
highlighted by four colored boxes, red, green, yellow and purple. The highlighted red
box shows the different tabs that are available in Weka for performing different types of
data mining tasks. In this section we mainly utilize the tabs – Preprocess, Cluster,
Classify and Visualize. The green box highlights the details of the input file which has
been selected for classification and other processing. It shows details like the number of
instances, attributes and the names of the attributes. The yellow box area provides details
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about each of the attributes listed in the green box and selected for viewing while the
purple box demonstrates the graphical visualization of the attribute value range.

Figure 11. Weka Tool GUI
In Figure 12 we can see the snapshot of the LIBSVM package once it is integrated with
the Weka tool. There are several parameters which need to be adjusted as per the
classification requirements and the results of classification are presented in the right hand
side white box named Classifier output in terms of the major performance metrics like
Precision, Recall, F-measure and AUC. Also Weka provides options to save the
experiment results like saving the model as .model file, test output file or visualizing the
ROC curve in form of graph.
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Figure 12. LIBSVM Package in Weka
We have also used the clustering function for partitioning data and the visualize function
for obtaining the graphical measurement of the classifier performance in Weka which we
will discuss later.

5.4 Conclusion
This chapter explains in details about the theoretical foundation of the IAFD model.
There are mainly two phases, the offline training phase and the online testing phase.
Here we have discussed how the functioning of the two phases with the help of SVM
algorithm helps in identifying the class labels, “Normal” and “Suspicious”, of the
unknown test instances using the known training instances. We have spoken about the
Weka tool environment and it’s several in-built features that have been utilized to
facilitate

different

classification

requirements

classification and performance evaluation.
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like

pre-processing,

clustering,

Chapter 6
Building Training Dataset for
IAFD
For any supervised algorithm, constructing an effective training dataset is the most
important task as it determines how efficiently the classification model learns from the
known or training instances and how accurately it determines the class of the unknown
or testing instances. In order to obtain the best detection results using the SVM classifier,
we need to build a high-quality training dataset for our model. In Figure 13 we see the
different stages that are followed to train the IAFD model as part of training dataset
construction.

Figure 13. Training Dataset Construction
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The different phases are data collection, data pre-processing and finally training set
construction. Data collection, pre-processing and part of training set configuration are
done outside the Weka tool while data clustering and sampling are done in the tool itself
using the in-built algorithms. The input of the construction phase is the raw auction
dataset retrieved from appropriate sources and the output of this entire phase is the
complete training dataset which is then used by the SVM classifier to train and build the
SVM model. This is part of the offline phase which finally leads to building the SVM
detection model.

6.1 Selection of Classification Features
As part of data collection process, raw auction data is collected from a trusted source at
the beginning and then analysed to check whether they may be utilized as features for the
SVM classification process. The feature selection is one of the major challenges in
machine learning. The selection of the most relevant set of features ensures the correct
working of the classification model. In auction data, basic transactional attributes like
bidder information, bid amount, bid time, seller and product information are not always
enough to train a shill detection model like IAFD. Thus we have come up with a list of
shill bidding patterns as part of feature selection [Sadaoui2016]. These fraud patterns are
categorized into three types based on their subjective property: Buyer Property, Auction
Property and Bid Property as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Fraud Pattern Classification
There are in total ten fraud patterns among which two, Buyer Tendency and Winning
Ratio, belong to the Buyer Property category as they represent information specific to a
bidder. Another two, Auction Bids and Starting Average Price, are part of the Auction
property as they exhibit details about certain auction related figures. And the remaining
six patterns belong to Bid Property as they represent information about bidding behavior
of a bidder. The descriptions of the ten shill bidding patterns are as follows:


Early Bidding (EB) - Shill bidders often have a tendency to compete early in the
auction to attract legitimate bidders to participate in the auction.



Buyer Tendency (BT) - This pattern denotes the tendency of a buyer to
participate in auctions of the same seller over time. For shill bidders, this value is
usually high as most of the time they are the accomplices of the seller.



Bidding Ratio (BR) - Shill bidders bid more frequently with a motive to raise the
price. This increases the bidding ratio for the malicious bidder as higher the
number of bids submitted by a bidder, higher the Bidding Ratio.
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Starting Price (SP) - Often sellers try to attract attention of bidders by offering a
very low starting price. The chances of shill in this type of auction are more as
the seller will also try to inflate the price fast to gain maximum profit.



Nibble Bidding (NB) - Sometimes a bidder submits consecutive bids without
outbidding the previous bids only to encourage other bidders to participate
aggressively. This indicates the presence of shill bidding when that bidder is not
the winner.



Last Bidding (LB) – Shill bidders always avoid winning the auction by becoming
inactive during the last stage of the auction. Thus their last bidding time is always
far from the end time of the auction.



Winning Ratio (WR) - In spite of aggressive bidding, the winning ratio is very
low for shill bidders as they do not intend to win the auction. This is calculated
with respect to the participation history of the bidder.



Auction Bids (AB) – This pattern calculates the number of bids in a particular
auction compared to the average number of bids in all the auctions. Auctions with
shill have higher number of bids than auctions without shill for the same product
type.



Successive Outbidding (SO) - In order to raise the price quickly, a shill bidder
successively outbids himself even when he is the highest bidder. Also the bid
increments are very low when shill bidders are bidding successively. This is
different from nibble bidding given that in this case the immediate bids are higher
than the previous bid which is not the case in nibble bidding.
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Bid Increment Average (BI) - Shill bidders tend to bid immediately after a
legitimate bid with a minimum hike and so the increment average is very low for
dishonest bidder. This pattern calculates the increment average of a bidder
compared to the overall average for other auctions of same product type.

Based on the shill behaviors discussed in Table 1, these fraud patterns are designed and
formulated. This collection of ten shill bidding patterns is deployed for classifying
bidders into the aforementioned two classes: “Normal” and “Suspicious”. The
combination of values of these ten shill bidding patterns influences the classification
decision which means that the classification label is not dependent on any single pattern.
This is because, if the decision is made from a single pattern’s perspective, the
classification will be erroneous given the fact that, often normal bidders who have an
intention to win an auction may exhibit either one of these patterns or behaviors
individually. For e.g. a normal bidder with an intention to buy a product, bids more often
in an auction than others, raising the ‘Bidding Ratio’ value, thus higher value of any one
of these patterns does not always denote fraud. Therefore interpreting a suspicious bidder
requires analysing the combination of the shill bidding. These ten fraud patterns are
calculated from the raw data extracted from online auction transactions.
We measure most of these fraud patterns based on the formulas found in [Sadaoui2016].
However the fraud pattern ‘Nibble Bidding’ is introduced in this paper. Nibble bidding
which is also termed as Nibbling, as mentioned in the eBay website [eBay2008], is one
of the important characteristics of shill bidders. In Table 9 all the fraud patterns along
with their formulas have been enlisted.
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Table 9. Fraud Pattern Formulas
Shill Bidding Fraud
Patterns
Early Bidding or EB
(earlyBidding(uj,ai))

Buyer Tendency or BT
(buyerTendency(uj,sk)

Formula

1-

firstBidTime(uj,ai )-startTime(𝑎𝑖 )

𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑎𝑖 )
where
firstBidTime = the time at which the bidder uj submitted one’s
first bid
startTime = start time of the auction ai which is always 0
duration = duration of the auction ai in number of days
𝑖𝑓 (|auctionPart(uj)|>1) then
buyerTendency(uj ,sk ) =

Bidding Ratio or BR
(biddingRatio(uj,ai ))

Start Price Average or SP
(startPrice(ai ))

|auctionSeller(uj ,sk )|
|auctionPart(uj )|

else buyerTendency(uj,sk ) = 0
where
auctionPart = total number of auctions in which bidder uj
participated
auctionSeller = total number of auctions by a particular seller sk in
which bidder uj participated
totalUserBids(uj ,ai )
totalBids(ai )
where
totalUserBids = total number of bids submitted by bidder uj in an
auction ai
totalBids = total number of bids in the auction ai
if auctionStartPrice(𝑎𝑖 ) <

startPriceAvg(a) x 0.5
then startPrice(𝑎𝑖 ) = 1-

│auctionStartPrice(𝑎𝑖)│
│𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑎)│

else startPrice(𝑎𝑖 ) = 0
where
auctionStartPrice = start price of the particular auction ai.
startPriceAvg = the average starting price in other auctions selling
same kind of product.
Nibble Bidding or NB
(nibbleBid(uj ,ai ))

If bidder(uj) ≠ winner(ai)
And If successiveBid(uj,aj) > 3
then
nibbleBid(𝑢𝑗 ,𝑎𝑖 ) = 1
else nibbleBid(𝑢𝑗 ,𝑎𝑖 ) = 0
where
successiveBid = number of successive bids submitted by a bidder
uj in an auction ai
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Last Bidding or LB
(lastBidding(uj,ai ))

Winning Ratio or WR
(winningRatio(uj))

endTime(ai )-lastBidTime(uj ,ai )
duration(𝑎𝑖 )
where
endTime = end time of the auction ai
lastBidTime = time at which the bidder uj has submitted last bid
duration = duration of the auction ai in number of days
|auctionWon(uj)|
1|auctionPartHigh(uj )|
where auctionPartHigh(uj) =
{ai |biddingRatio(uj,al ) >0.05}
where
auctionWon = number of auctions won by a bidder uj
auctionPartHigh = number of auctions where biddingRation() for
the bidder is greater than 0.5

Auction Bids or AB
(auctionBids(ai ))

Successive Outbidding or
SO
(succOutbid(uj,ai))

if (averageBids(a)<totalBids(ai )) then
averageBids(𝑎)
auctionBids(ai ) =1totalBids(ai )
else auctionBids(ai ) =0
where
averageBids = average number of bids in all the auctions a selling
same kind of product.
totalBids = total number of bids in an auction ai
succOutBid = 0;
if (succbid(uj ,ai ,3))

then

succOutBid(uj ,ai ) =1;
else if (succbid(uj,ai ,2)) then

Bid Increment Average or
BI
(bidIncrAvg(𝑢𝑗 ,𝑎𝑖 ))

succOutBid(uj ,ai ) =0.5;
where
succBid = number of successive bids by a bidder uj in an auction
ai
if IncrAvg(𝑢𝑗 ,𝑎𝑖 ) < auctionIncrAvg(𝑎𝑖 )
then
bidIncrAvg(𝑢𝑗 ,𝑎𝑖 ) = 1
else bidIncrAvg(𝑢𝑗 ,𝑎𝑖 ) = 0
where
IncrAvg = the average increment in bid amounts for a bidder ai of
a particular auction ai
auctionIncrAvg = the average of the bid increments in other
auctions of same product type
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These fraud patterns are calculated against each bidder participating in an auction, which
means that each row in the training set represents a bidder in a particular auction along
with one’s derived fraud patterns and the class to which the bidder belongs based on the
fraud pattern values.

6.2 Construction of Training Dataset
As explained earlier, training data is a tuple of 2 elements, one is the set of feature
vectors which describes the data in terms of a set of input characteristics and the other is
the label which denotes the class to which a row of data may be classified into. These
feature vectors may be the raw data extracted from the application directly or like the
one in our case, some features derived from this raw data which characterize the
behavior of a row of data.
Data pre-processing, the process of converting raw data into a set of usable feature
vectors, is the next step after the data is collected, analyzed and fraud features are
finalized. This transformation phase may include many sub-phases like data cleansing,
converting the raw data into usable features, data formatting and finally finalizing the
training dataset by eliminating or modifying irrelevant information.
A. Data cleansing – This is done as part of analysing the raw data and deciding
which attributes to use for training purpose. Also it is an important step to
remove any kind of noise from the data like redundant, incomplete or bad data
which may affect the classification process.
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B. Classification feature computation – The fraud pattern values are calculated as
part of this phase and utilized as the classification features for training the model.
Though the feature vectors are calculated in this step but the labelling is done
later. In this stage we calculate the fraud patterns for each of the bidders in each
of the auctions using the formulas specified earlier with the cleaned raw data as
input. Auction data that is collected from online sources are usually formed of the
bid transactions details like bid amount, bid time along with some bidder, seller
and product details. Our fraud patterns are calculated from these transactional
details as well as some overall user and product behavioral data calculated from a
set of auctions of the same product type.
C. Data transformation – Every tool that is used for data mining and other data
processing functions has its own set of pre-defined formats in which it accepts
input file for processing which can also vary with version changes. Even data
types supported by different tools may vary and thus the data requires some
formatting before it can be utilized for the final input file.
D. Training set finalization – This phase involves the task of modifying or
removing any information from the training set which might bias the final SVM
classifier. This is different from that of data formatting in a way that this is done
at the end of data transformation phase to ensure that modifying or removing any
information in this stage does not affect the data pre-processing phase.
Another intermediate task once the fraud patterns are finalized is assigning weight to
each of the fraud patterns. Weight assignment is essential to measure the impact of each
pattern on the label, which finally decides whether a bidder is normal or suspicious. As
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specified earlier, these shill-bidding behaviors are sometimes similar to normal bidding
behavior making it difficult to differentiate between normal and suspicious bidders. For
e.g. the seller sometimes offer a low starting price (SP) to attract the attention of users
only to sell the product easily. Also there can be bidders who bid aggressively (BR) in an
auction with a motive only to win an item by outbidding others. In these scenarios,
neither of these two patterns individually implies that shill bidding is taking place in the
auction. In order to avoid this ambiguity, we assign low weights to those patterns that
have the higher probability of being similar to normal bidding behaviors. Whereas there
are fraud patterns like NB and WR which highly suggests of shill indicating that some
bidders in spite of competing rigorously, hardly win auctions. We categorize the fraud
patterns in terms of 3 weights, low, medium and high as shown in Table 10.
Table 10. Fraud Patterns by their Weights
Low Weight
Early Bidding (EB)
Bidding Ratio (BR)
Auction Bids (AB)
Starting Price Average (SP)

Medium Weight
Buyer Tendency (BT)
Bid Increment Average (BI)
Last Bidding (LB)

High Weight
Successive Outbidding (SO)
Nibble Bidding (NB)
Winning ratio (WR)

As discussed earlier while calculating these fraud patterns both current auction
transactions and bidder behavioral details are taken into consideration. For e.g. to
calculate the BT of a bidder, we require details like how many times the bidder has
participated for that particular seller in the past along with the seller and bidder
information from the current auction. There are mainly three categories of behavioral
data we require:
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Bidder - Against each bidder we may require behavioral details like how many
auctions that bidder has participated in, how many auctions one has won, average
number of bids submitted by bidders in past auctions and how many auctions of a
particular seller the bidder has participated into.



Seller – For each seller we may need to store details like how many auctions have
been setup by a particular seller and how many times a bidder has participated for
that particular seller.



Product – Some product related details are required to understand the bidding
trend for a particular product type and measure the deviation from a suspicious
auction, if any. For a particular product type, details like average starting price,
average number of bids and average number of bidders are necessary to build the
buying trend for a product type

The overall transaction data is gathered against specific product category type since this
behavioral data changes with respect to product but remains usually constant for the
same product type.

6.3 Labeling Data through Clustering
The most critical part of constructing the training set is to label the data if they are not
already labelled. It is always preferable to use already labelled data but it is equally hard
to find them. In case of shill bidding, as it is very hard to detect, it is extremely rare to
find labelled fraudulent data from commercial auction sites or other sources. Thus we
have come up with a common approach of unsupervised classification process for
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labelling the auction data. Clustering is the most common un-supervised method of
labelling data used in fraud detection area [Phua2010, Sabau2012]. There are many types
of clustering processes which have their own set of pros and cons. Here we have listed
some of the techniques widely used for clustering like K-means, EM (Expectation
Maximization), Self-organization Map, X-means and Hierarchical clustering. We
compare these methods [Abbas2008, Do2008, Pang2003] in Table 11 to find the one
which best suits our model and then apply that for labelling the training data.
Table 11. Comparison of Clustering Techniques
Number of
Clusters (k)
K-means

Value of k to be
pre-specified

EM

Value of k to be
pre-specified

SOM

Value of k to be
pre-specified

X-means

Need to specify
the minimum
and maximum
number of
clusters and
iterations
Number of
clusters
determined runtime by the
algorithm

Hierarchical

Dataset size

Works well
with huge
dataset
Works well
with huge
dataset
Works well
with large
dataset and
requires
sufficient
data as well
Works well
with huge
dataset

Works better
with datasets
of average
size
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Optimal
Solution?
Suffers from
local minima
issue
Robust to local
minima but
converge to
local maxima
Generates suboptimal
solution and
depends on
certain
parameters
Partially
resolves local
minima issue

Produces Suboptimal
solution

Accuracy
with respect
to Quality
Low

Complexity

Low

Low

High

High

Low

Medium

High

High

High

(Computational)

We choose hierarchical clustering owing to the following reasons:


Hierarchical clustering does not need the numbers of clusters to be specified. In
our case instead of hard clustering the data into two clusters, we wanted the
algorithm to create the clusters for us and then we labeled each of the clusters as
“Normal” or “Suspicious” based on their property.



Since our dataset is moderate in size, we prefer hierarchical clustering as it works
faster and has higher accuracy with respect to cluster quality.



In the past, many researches [Ford2012, Sabau2012] successfully used this
clustering technique for grouping fraud data. This method is found to produce
better quality clusters than others.

Though the computational complexity is high for hierarchical clustering but given the
fact that our dataset size is not very huge and the offline training phase is a one-time
operation, it will not have major impact on our present system.
As a result of clustering on our dataset, we generate several partitions which are
methodically labelled as “Normal” or “Suspicious”. Thorough analysis of each of the
clusters is necessary to determine the labels of the clusters.

6.4 Balancing Data through Sampling
Imbalanced data, as discussed earlier, is a scenario when the number of instances in one
class of data outnumbers another class with a huge margin. In any real-world fraud
detection scenario, the number of negative instances that is legitimate records or normal
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transactions far outnumbers the number of positive instances that is illegitimate records
or fraud transactions. Sometimes illegitimate records are removed from the transaction
database which makes it more difficult for researchers to analyse the fraud patterns. In
fraud detection domain, the ratio of negative to positive instances may vary as much as
100:1 [Provost2001]. In our case, the number of negative or “Normal” instances hugely
outnumbers the positive or “Suspicious” class instances. This is because, usually in the
online auction sites, fraud records are not easily available most of the times because,
either these fraudsters are blocked from the site or the fraudulent transactions are
removed. Again synthetic data is not preferred for researches owing to its dissimilarity in
nature with real-time auction data [Tsang2012]. However as we know, highly
imbalanced dataset will yield incorrect classification results as discussed in section 4.3.
To deal with this issue, we have to maintain a ratio of 2:1 for normal and suspicious
instances respectively as used in other research papers [ChangW2011].
As already discussed in section 4.3, though SVM performs well with moderately
imbalanced data but in case of highly imbalanced data it is not very effective. Thus it
requires some processing. There are several ways to address this problem, among which
are the following:


Sampling the data, that is either over-sampling the minority class or under-sampling
the majority class or both. This process is also called ‘Resampling’.


Assigning weights or costs to the classes, i.e. assigning higher weight or cost to
positive class which is less in number compared to the negative class. This is also
called cost-sensitive learning.
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For our work model we chose sampling over the cost-sensitive method due to the below
reasons [Weiss2007]:


Sampling method performs with somewhat similar effectiveness, if not better,
than that of cost-sensitive learning.



Cost-sensitive learning algorithms work well with very large datasets, which is
not appropriate in our case.



Determining the cost parameter values in cost-sensitive learning is a challenging
task in itself.

Random oversampling and under-sampling methods have been popularly used but both
have some disadvantages. In random under-sampling, there is a possibility of
information loss through the removal of majority instances. Whereas, though there is no
possibility of information loss in over-sampling but it may lead to higher computational
cost by increasing the training dataset size and also resulting in overfitting [KoknarTezel2009]. Again it is also seen that neither of them is a clear winner independently and
application of which kind of sampling will yield better result largely depends on the
dataset on which it is applied [Weiss2007]. Rather than the random methods, modified
sampling techniques like SMOTE and SpreadSubsample perform efficiently.
Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique or SMOTE is a sampling technique where
new positive instances are created by identifying the nearest positive neighbors of a
positive instance and then randomly placed in between the instance and its neighbors
[Chawla2002]. As compared to other random over-sampling techniques, in SMOTE new
positive instances are created and it is found to be more useful in creating a generalized
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decision region [Akbani2004]. SMOTE relatively achieves better results when compared
to other resampling methods and probabilistic estimating techniques [Chawla2003].
SpreadSubsample is an under-sampling method which produces a random subsample of
the data by allowing users to specify the “spread” frequency between rarest and common
class. A spread frequency of 10 implies that, for 10 majority instances there will be 1
minority instance. As it has been found that a ratio of 2:1 is preferable to achieve balance
between non-fraudulent and fraudulent instances in a training set [ChangW2011], we set
the spread frequency as ‘2’ while applying this sampling method.
SMOTE helps in creating near-duplicates of the minority class by over-sampling and
inversely SpreadSubsample under-sample the majority class. Apart from reviewing them
individually, we also consider a hybrid of both the methods to balance the dataset. It is
said that the hybrid methodology of over-sampling and under-sampling arguably works
better than either one [Chawla2002]. We tried to prove this by applying each of the
methods independently and then the hybrid of both the methods on our dataset in chapter
8 to validate our model performance.
After applying sampling, sometimes instances for a particular class may get dense at
some places in the dataset. If cross-validation is performed in this un-uniformly spread
dataset, some of the folds may be classified wrongly as they may contain only positive or
only negative instances. So to avoid this, randomization of instances, which is random
shuffling of the order of instances as per the seed interval set as a parameter, is
performed after every sampling iteration.
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6.5 Conclusion
The most important task while building the IAFD model is the construction of the
training dataset. In order to build an effective training set it is important to take care of
the following factors:


Classification features are chosen carefully to ensure that they provide enough
information to the ML algorithm to classify each instance correctly. We have
come up with a set of 10 fraud patterns that work as shill classification features.



Each fraud pattern is categorized into one of the three weight categories of High,
Medium and Low based on their impact on shill classification process.



Data pre-processing tasks like cleansing, feature calculation and transformation
are carried out during the training set construction phase.



It is very important that the training data are labelled correctly. Since labelled
auction fraud data is very rare to find in the internet, we use hierarchical
clustering technique to label them.



Owing to the imbalanced nature of fraud data, it requires sampling before any
classification method is applied on it. We consider over-sampling technique of
SMOTE and under-sampling technique of SpreadSubsample to balance our
dataset.
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Chapter 7
A Robust Classification Process for
In-Auction Fraud Detection
One of the most important factors in building a robust IAFD model is to tune and set the
correct function parameter values. In the previous chapter, we have discussed all the
major techniques and steps we follow for our IAFD model to generate the most efficient
training dataset to train the SVM model. In this chapter, we will discuss the classification
parameters we need to choose and how we can tune the parameters for the other methods
like sampling and clustering to make the model more effective and robust in detecting
shills in online auctions.

7.1 Kernel Selection for IAFD Model
The evolving nature of the bidding process and the distinctive feature of shill bidding
makes it almost impossible to linearly separate the auction data [Ford2012], making it
difficult for SVM to draw a linear hyperplane. And as we know kernels are essential to
deal with non-linearly separable data, thus selecting the right kernel function is very
important when we are dealing with fraud in auction data. Though there are several
kernel functions available, as listed previously in chapter 3, but Radial Basis Function
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(RBF) is found to be very effective in different fraud detection applications. While
selecting the kernel function, one should remember that a linear kernel function is much
faster than a non-linear one and if the original dataset has a large number of features then
it is not necessary to map the data to a higher dimensional space making it unnecessary
to use non-linear kernel [Hsu2003]. Also we have to keep in mind that reducing the
dimensionality of the feature space helps in overcoming the risk of “overfitting”. But in
our case the reasons for choosing RBF are as follows:


The number of features is less compared to the number of instances, thus we use
RBF kernel for the fraud classification process.



As noted in some of the related works, RBF performs better than the other
kernels when dealing with fraud or imbalanced dataset.



Also RBF kernel is less complex and numerically easier to implement than other
non-linear kernels [Hsu2003].

RBF is a squared exponential kernel which is nonparametric in nature which means it is
potentially stronger and allows more complex functions to be accommodated in the
future if required. The RBF kernel is as follows:
K(xi, xj) = exp(-ɤ ǁ xi – xj ǁ2), ɤ ≥ 0
K(xi, xj) = φ (xi) . φ (xj)

(7.1.1)

(7.1.2)

where K(xi, xj) is the kernel function and φ(x) is the transformation function for
mapping the data to a high dimensional feature space.
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Once the kernel function is decided we need to select the values for the two kernel
parameters, C (the cost parameter) and ɤ (Gaussian kernel parameter or bandwidth
parameter). This is done by cross-validation process, which we will discuss in the next
section, where the model tries various values of C and ɤ till it achieves the best result.

7.2 Cross-validation in IAFD Model
Cross-validation in SVM is a process to find the best value for the parameters C and ɤ,
the two parameters used by RBF kernel. These values are finally used by the classifier to
create the ultimate model. For different applications with different dataset the parameter
values vary. Cross-validation is generally k-fold in nature where k is a positive whole
number which decides how many folds, with equal number of instances in each fold, the
training dataset is divided into. One of the folds is considered as unlabelled or testing
data and remaining folds as labelled or training data. Various combinations of C and ɤ
are tried and then their average is selected. Following are the steps for the crossvalidation method:
1. Select the value k for k-fold cross-validation.
2. Divide the training data into k numbers of equal sizes, containing almost
equal number of data instances.
3. k-1 subset of data is used for training and the remaining one set is used for
validation testing.
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4. Training process is carried out k times by changing the training-testing
combination with each fold acting as testing data exactly once during every
training.
5. Various values of C and ɤ are tried during this many-fold training process.
6. Select the best value for parameters C and 𝛾 by averaging the values used
during the k-fold training.
This process helps in evaluating the accuracy of the training model being built as it
validates the model by using each training instance as testing or validation instance at
least once during the k-fold cross-validation. That is each instance is randomly predicted
at least once increasing the efficiency of the training model [Hsu2003].
We have tried different values of k in our experiment to choose the one which is most
suitable for our application as revealed in chapter 8. The value of k largely varies
depending on several factors and thus no one value can be concluded as standard across
all applications. Apart from data characteristics like number of attributes, number of
classes, sample size and distribution, other factors that influence value of k are
[cbeleites2012]:


Larger the value of k implies larger variance and less bias in the model
estimation.



The value of k is chosen such that the number of instances in all the sub-samples
are same, preferably divisor of the total sample.



Very large value for k means that there will be fewer instances in each subsample to carry out the modelling process, which will not give an efficient result.
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In Weka to start the classification process involving cross-validation, we have to select at
least some value for C and ɤ randomly to verify its usability. Choosing these initial
values may require many manual trials and testing effort and also they may be far from
the appropriate values. So instead of randomly choosing the initial values, we perform an
organized search using the CVParameterSelection function in Weka. This function when
given a range of values for a particular parameter returns the best parameter value
applicable to a particular dataset. This is only used to identify suitable parameter values
for a classifier dependent on the dataset and has no connection with the training process
of the model. We apply this function to obtain the values for both C and ɤ during every
iteration of our experiment. CVParameterSelection performs k-steps iteration, where k is
specified by user, different values from the specified parameter range are applied on the
training set through k steps to obtain the best value.

7.3 Parameter Tuning in Weka
In this section we list and discuss about all the Weka functions and their parameters we
have used for generating the best model for IAFD. In Table 12 we have provided the list
of functions, their usage, parameters and their description and the parameter values used
during our experiments for different purposes like clustering, sampling and
classification. We have listed only few of the relevant and important parameters per
function which required tuning while generating the IAFD model. For all these functions
their parameter values are subject to change when the data on which they are applied
change.
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Table 12. Weka Parameter List
Function
category

Function

Parameters

NearestNeighbors
SMOTE
percentage

Sampling
DistributionSpread
SpreadSubsample
randomSeed

Randomize

randomSeed

DistanceFunction
Clustering

Hierarchical
Clustering
linkType
classifier

Classifier

CVParameterSele
ction

CVParameters

Description
Number of nearest
neighbor instances
used to generate
synthetic data
Number of synthetic
instances to be
created with respect
to minority class
Value specifying the
distribution
frequency in class
difference
Sets the random
number seed for
subsampling
The random number
seed to follow while
shuffling
The similarity
function used to
measure distance
between two
instances
Method used to
measure distance
between two clusters
The classifier to be
used is chosen
Here the kernel
parameters are
specified along with
the range and
iteration

Number of iterations
performed to return
best parameter values

numFolds
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Value
5

100 (iterated
multiple times
to reach 2:1
ratio)
2.0 (to
maintain 2:1
between
positive and
negative class
1 (default
value used)
42

Euclidean
Distance

Centroid

LIBSVM
The range
specified for C
is [0.01 to
10.0] and the
range specified
for ɤ is [0.01
to 0.9].
For both C and
ɤ 10 iteration
is specified

Cross-validation

Number of folds into
which the data is to
be divided (k)
Type of SVM used

Folds
SVMType

The cost or penalty
parameter

Cost
LIBSVM

The kernel type to be
used, in our case
RBF kernel
Gamma parameter to
be used for RBF
kernel function

KernelType

Gamma

k=5
k = 10
C-SVC
(classification)
Varies for
different
scenario
Radial Basis
Function
Varies for
different
scenario

The value for each and every parameter has been chosen after rigorous trial and error
during the implementation phase. These values are entirely dependent on factors like –
dataset used, dataset size, attributes used, attribute values and labels for the training
instances.

7.4 Selection of Performance Metrics for IAFD
There are several evaluation metrics, as detailed in section 3.3, which may be used for
the classification purpose, but not all are suitable to be used in order to evaluate the
performance of every fraud detection model. In case of IAFD model, the metrics are
chosen carefully keeping in mind about the different aspects of the model like, data
quality, feature selection, classification criteria and type of algorithm used. Out of 8
metrics discussed, we selected 4 and discarded the other 4. In Table 13 we provide the
reasons for selecting or not selecting a metric.
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Table 13. Performance Metrics for IAFD
Used Metrics
Sensitivity or Recall: In the areas of auction
fraud detection it is vital to predict the minority
class accurately than predicting the majority
class. If a fraud warning is sent to a legitimate
user, the consequences are that with further
investigation this warning may be cleared off
but if a fraudster or legitimate user is ignored
then the consequences may lead to major
financial losses. In [Chang2012] Recall rate is
calculated to demonstrate the effectiveness of
multi-phase modeling method in detecting
potential online auction fraudster.
Precision: It does not deal with the negative
instances and thus put more focus on the
positive instances that is in case of auction
fraud, the fraud instances. Also it works as a
component for calculating other important
measures like F-measure which is widely used
in auction fraud detection [Zhang2015,
Chang2012].
F-measure: This metric is often used as a
chosen measure while working with
imbalanced dataset [Zhang2015, Zhang2013]
like that of auction fraud. In [Chang2012] Fmeasure metric is considered as a “suitable”
metric for fraud detection area and measures
the effectiveness of detecting potential auction
fraudster.
AUC or AUROC: In [Zhang2011] AUC is
one of the metrics which measures the
performance of their incremental statistical
machine
learning
techniques.
Also
[Zhang2015] has shown the AUC is a very
effective metric for evaluating the performance
of classifiers with imbalanced data.

Not Used Metrics
Accuracy: Accuracy is the most commonly
used metric for measuring the performance of a
classification process when the data is
balanced. But in case of imbalanced dataset
like that of auction fraud, this metric will not
give a good picture of the classifier
performance, as even if the classifier predicts
all the data to belong to majority class, the
accuracy will be high because the percentage
of majority instances greatly outnumbers
minority instances [ Joshi2001].
G-means: G-mean is a well-known metric to
handle the performance evaluation related to
imbalanced dataset like auction fraud. But we
are not using it for our experiment due to the
reason that while the metric measures the
balance between the majority and minority
classes being correctly classified, we are more
interested in the minority classes being
correctly classified.
Specificity: In case of IAFD we concentrate
more on detecting the negative or minority
class than the majority class. Since Specificity
deals mainly with the majority class we found
it less useful for our application.

ROC: Instead of using ROC we are directly
using the Area Under ROC or AUC metric
which actually summarizes the performance in
a single number instead of a visual
representation as done by ROC.
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7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have discussed about the parameters of SVM and different other
techniques that we have used to build our dynamic IAFD model. Fraud data which is
linearly inseparable in nature requires kernel function to define the decision hyperplane
which separates the two classes of data. It may be concluded that RBF is the most
appropriate kernel to be used while classifying our data using SVM. Also to avoid the
chances of overfitting, cross-validation is a critical step during training the SVM model.
As there is no standard value of k in k-fold cross-validation, instead of using any random
number, we will be experimenting with different values of k to verify which suits best
for our dataset. We also listed the corresponding Weka functions, their important
parameters and values that play key role in building the classification model. Once the
classification phase is complete, it is essential to measure the performance of the model
in terms of instances being correctly and incorrectly classified. Out of all the
performance metrics discussed in section 3.3, we have selected Precision, Recall, Fmeasure and AUC for our application, keeping in mind the nature of our dataset and our
classification goal.
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Chapter 8
Experiments and Evaluation
Till now we have discussed about the different techniques and their parameters that we
apply to build the framework for one of the most efficient SVM-based shill bidding
detection model, IAFD. In this section we showcase how these techniques are
implemented with real-world data obtained from eBay. Following the results, we discuss
the techniques and parameter values that yield the best results for our training model.
Finally we use this model to test a set of unknown runtime data as part of the online
phase of our model.

8.1 Commercial Auction Data
For our experiment, we employ actual auction data from eBay that have been made
public in the following site: www.modelingonlineauctions.com/datasets. These data have
been used in the "Modeling Online Auctions" book [Jank2010] with the mission of
understanding the online auction world in a better way through empirical techniques by
utilizing the huge amount of e-commerce data available in the market. This site displays
data for three popular high-value items auctioned in e-Bay: Xbox game consoles, Cartier
wristwatches and Palm Pilot PDAs. Based on ‘most watched item’ category and richness
of available data we have chosen the dataset of PDA. This item is in high demand as it
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attracted a large number of bidders, and according to eBay, PDA belongs to the top 12
most sold category among 34 categories. Additionally, this item has good price range
and long auction duration (7 days). More the item price is high, more there is a
possibility of shill bidding [Dong2012]. The successful auctions (English, forward, and
one item instance) of PDA have been extracted for over a period of 2 months. Table 14
gives some statistical analysis of the obtained data and Table 15 gives details about data
attributes, which comprise of both auction attributes and bid attributes. In total, we have
149 auctions, 1024 unique bidders and 3166 transactions.
Table 14. PDA Data Statistics
Total Auctions
Total Bidders (unique)
Total Bids
Avg. No. Bidders (per auction)
Avg. No. Bids (per auction)
Avg. Winning Price
1-Bid Auction
2-Bids Auction

PDA
149
1024
3166
7
21
229.04
NA
2.6%

The data consists of a set of users participating in auctions by submitting their bids at
different time during the duration of an auction. For each auction the below set of
information is constant:
Table 15. Data Attributes and Descriptions
Data Attributes
Auction ID
Seller ID
Seller Rating
Bidder ID
Bidder Rating
Bid Amount

Attribute Description
Unique identifier of an auction
Unique identifier of a seller
Feedback rating of a seller
Unique identifier of a bidder
Feedback rating of a bidder
Bid price placed by a bidder
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Bid Time
Opening Bid
Closing Price

No of Bids
Duration
(Declared)
Start Time
(Derived)
End Date
End Time
(Derived)

Time of the placement of a bid
Opening bid set by a seller
Final price of an auction, which is the
highest bid submitted by a bidder within
the stipulated time.
Total number of bids submitted in an
auction
7 days for all the auctions and it is
constant
Initialized to 0
Date on which auction ended
Start Time + duration

Splitting of Data - Further we divide these 149 auctions into two parts:


90% of data (i.e., 134 auctions) will be used for training the model (offline
IAFD).



10% of data (i.e., 15 auctions) is for testing (online IAFD).

This splitting has been done date-wise, i.e. we have divided the data based on the ‘End
Date’ of the auctions which is in ascending order. The latest 15 auctions have been
considered for testing while the past 134 auctions are used for training.

8.2 Pre-processing of the Training Data
As designated in section 6.2, there are mainly four stages of data pre-processing; data
cleansing, classification feature computation, data transformation and training set
finalization. We discuss in details about each of them in this section with respect to our
collected eBay data. Initially a thorough analysis of the data is done to determine the prerequisites for all these stages.
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A. Data Cleansing
The raw data obtained from the auction site is not always in a favorable condition for
learning, and thus requires some cleaning before building the training set. We suggest
three criteria for removing records from the raw dataset because they provide very little
information to classify the fraud:


Bid records with a blank ‘Bidder’ usernames are removed.



Auctions with less than three bids are removed. As shown in Table 9, we delete
2.6% of 2-bid auctions from the dataset.



Irrelevant data attributes are removed, like End Date is not needed since ‘Start
Time’ and ‘Duration’ are the attributes used instead. Attributes like ‘Seller
Rating’ and ‘Bidder Rating’ are also not necessary as discussed earlier about the
reliability of the rating procedure making the usage of these attributes ambiguous
in order to validate a user’s reputation.



While doing any experiment with commercial or private data it is very important
to respect the user privacy. In order to protect the privacy related to bidder and
seller information, masking has been applied to the bidder and seller IDs where
all the letters except the first and last one are replaced by ‘*’.

B. Classification Feature Computation
This phase involves the calculation of the fraud patterns as formulated in section 6.1.
This processing is done in the RDBMS and Java platform and required several lines of
coding to integrate the current auction data as well as user and product behavioral
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information to build each and every feature. Though we have talked about a set of 10
fraud patterns which are vital in detecting shill bidders, but not all the features are
suitable for our experiment when the raw data is taken into consideration. In table 16 we
listed the fraud patterns used and not used along with the data attributes on which they
depend.
Table 16. Fraud Pattern and Attributes Dependency
Fraud Patterns – Used
Early Bidding or EB
Buyer Tendency or BT
Bidding Ratio or BR
Last Bidding or LB
Winning Ratio or WR
Auction Bids or AB
Starting Price Average or SP
Nibble Bidding or NB
Fraud Patterns – Not Used
Successive Outbidding
Bid increment Average

Data attributes
Bidder ID, Bid Time, Start
Time, Duration
Auction ID, Seller ID,
Bidder ID
Bidder ID, No. of Bids
Bidder ID, End Time, Bid
Time, Duration
Bidder ID, Bid Amount,
Closing Price
Auction ID, Number of
Bids
Auction ID, Opening Bid
Bidder ID, Bid Time, Bid
Amount
Data attributes
Bidder ID, Bid Amount,
Bid Time
Auction ID, Bid Amount,
Bid Time

The two fraud patterns Successive Outbidding and Bid Increment Average could not be
utilized in our experiment due to the kind of raw data involved. For an example, a
snapshot of the raw data for the Auction ID – ‘3013787547’ shown in Figure 15,
represents the bids submitted against that auction by different bidders at different
timestamp.
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Figure 15. Auction Data Sample
We see that the submitted bids do not always increase with time. For e.g. the bid posted
by bidder ‘m***********r’ of the amount 185 is less than the current highest bid of
210.69. We assume that in the past, eBay allowed users placing bid amounts less than the
previous one. Due to this reason, two fraud patterns, SO and BI, both of which rely on
the assumption that bids placed at a point of time is always higher than the previous bid,
could not be utilized in our experiment. . But while applying this model for other
auctions where the bids are ascending, these two patterns might be suitable for use.
Rather the successive bidding strategy, which is found to be very common across most
of the auctions in our dataset, follows a different behavior. Instead of outbidding through
successive bids, there are instances where the bidder is bidding successively without
outbidding the current highest bid. For e.g. the bidder h******a can be seen bidding
consecutively from an amount of 22 to 40 but not exceeding the current highest bid of
175 submitted by s*******y. This behavior, which is also termed as ‘nibbling’, is
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common for illegitimate bidders [eBay2008]. eBay has also proclaimed in its “Buying
Guides” that there are high chances that a bidder is performing shilling activities given
that one nibbled with low increments without finally winning the auction. This is similar
to our case where the winner is t*****c and not h******a. Moreover [Cohen2009] also
expressed his concern about this type of bidding by stating that seller’s shills often do
this to encourage actual bidders in raising the price. Finally for our experiment we are
using only 8 shill patterns.

C. Data Transformation
As we are using LIBSVM integrated with Weka for our experiment we need to format
the data as required by the interface. Weka supports the ARFF (Attribute-Relation File
Format) format and we use this one for processing our input data. The training dataset
once prepared, is first exported in CSV format and then we perform necessary formatting
to transform it into ARFF file for further processing. Also we need to ensure that the data
which forms the classification features are in proper format that is the data type is
supported by the Weka tool for LIBSVM processing. This task consists of formatting the
data, which is the features and their labels, in an LIBSVM supported format where each
data instance is represented as a vector of real numbers. Text attributes are required to be
converted into numeric ones as only numeric attributes are supported by LIBSVM.

D. Training Set Finalization
The final step before finalizing the training dataset is to remove any unwanted features
which do not possess any valuable information related to classification [Zhang2015].
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The auction attributes Auction ID and Bidder ID are required while labelling the data
and for identification of each row of data but they are removed during the actual
classification process as they may create interference and bias the results of the
experiment. Hence during classification our typical training data instance sample looks
like that in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Training Data Instance
After successful calculation of shill bidding patterns for each bidder in each auction and
necessary pre-processing of the auction data we are finally left with the following:


Number of instances for training: 1488 (922 unique bidders)



Number of instances for testing: 151 (102 unique bidders)



Number of classification features: 8 (excluding Auction ID and Bidder ID
which are used for record identification but not for classification)



Label: Normal or Suspicious (for training set this value is decided through
clustering method, whereas for testing it is initially blank but later during testing,
it is determined by SVM model)

Scaling is a very important step in LIBSVM pre-processing to avoid data in larger
numeric range to dominate the smaller numeric ranges. Also it helps in handling
calculation difficulties while the kernel works with the vectors [Hsu2003]. The goal of
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this task is to map very large or very small numerical values to a specified range, like [0,
1] or [-1, 1]. In our training set we have very small decimal values (10-5) for features like
EB and LB. Thus we carried out the experiment with and without scaling to understand
how it affects our model in Table 17. The Weka function called Normalize is applied to
the original training set to map the numerical attributes with very small values in the
default range of [0, 1].
Table 17. Results - With and Without Scaling
C–
Cost

ɤGamma

1.5
2.3
2.5

0.1
0.1
0.1

Recall
Without With
scaling scaling
0.824
0.813
0.800
0.778
0.882
0.853

F-measure
Without With
scaling scaling
0.483
0.483
0.665
0.724
0.724
0.724

AUC
Without With
scaling scaling
0.596
0.596
0.717
0.750
0.724
0.750

Through CVParameterSelection function we obtain optimal values for parameters C and
γ as [2.3, 0.1] for our un-sampled dataset and tried these values and some neighboring
values to verify whether scaling has any impact on the model. In both the cases the
highest percentage for AUC is 75%, so the overall performance seems to be same
irrespective of whether scaling is applied or not to the dataset. Thus we deduce that,
although we have very small values in our dataset but since the range of data is not very
large we can achieve efficient result without scaling as well.
Also we see that the best values for C and ɤ obtained are [2.5, 0.1] for ‘without scaling’,
which is slightly different from CVParameterSelection values of [2.3, 0.1], thus it is
necessary to check the other neighboring values of these parameters during any
experiment as the best values might not always be returned by CVParameterSelection.
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8.3 Data Clustering
In this section we discuss in details how the clustering method is applied for labelling the
training data. In chapter 6 we have already discussed that our preferred clustering
technique is Hierarchical clustering and mentioned why we have chosen it.
We used the “Centroid” linkage in Hierarchical clustering to partition the set of bidders
in our training data. The reason for choosing centroid linkage as the similarity measure is
because it is less affected by outliers, which is common in fraud data, compared to
single-link or complete-link measures [Ford2010]. As visible in Table 18, the 1488 rows
of training instances are clustered into 8 clusters. We have categorized the fraud patterns
into two property groups, ‘Low’ and ‘High’, based on their average value in that
particular cluster. For e.g. in ‘Cluster 1’, the bidders are having ‘High’ values for fraud
patterns like EB, NB, WR and SP. Among these four, two of them, NB and WR also fall
in the category of ‘High’ weight indicating that bidders with higher values in these two
patterns are probably shill bidders. Since both of the high weighted patterns are in the
‘High’ property category, we label this cluster as ‘Suspicious’. Similarly in ‘Cluster 0’
we can see that except for SP which is of low weight, all the other fraud patterns are
‘Low’ in property which means these bidders may be labelled as ‘Normal’. This way,
based on the fraud patterns of what weight falls in which property category, we label the
clusters as ‘Normal’ and ‘Suspicious’. This analysis is purely hypothetical and needs
manual intervention for a thorough checking of each of the clusters and their
corresponding fraud pattern values.
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Table 18. Clustering Analysis for IAFD
Cluster ID
Cluster 0

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Size
(approx.)
79%

3%

15%

1%

<1%

Properties
Low:







High:

Low:




High:




Low:








Low:





High:



Low:

Label
Normal

Early Bidding (L)
Bidding Ratio (L)
Nibble Bidding (H)
Auction Bids (L)
Buyer Tendency (M)
Last Bidding (M)
Winning Ratio (H)
Starting Price Average (L)
Suspicious
Bidding Ratio (L)
Auction Bids (L)
Buyer Tendency (M)
Last Bidding (M)
Early Bidding (L)
Nibble Bidding (H)
Winning Ratio (H)
Starting Price Average (L)
Normal
Early Bidding (L)
Bidding Ratio (L)
Nibble Bidding (H)
Auction Bids (L)
Buyer Tendency (M)
Last Bidding (M)
Winning Ratio (H)
Starting Price Average (L)
Suspicious
Early Bidding (L)
Bidding Ratio (L)
Auction Bids (L)
Last Bidding (M)
Starting Price Average (L)
Nibble Bidding (H)
Buyer Tendency (M)
Winning Ratio (H)
Normal
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Cluster 5

Cluster 6

Cluster 7

<1%

2%

1%






High:



Low:


High:






Low:





High:



Low:



High:






Bidding Ratio (L)
Nibble Bidding (H)
Auction Bids (L)
Winning Ratio (H)
Starting Price Average (L)
Early Bidding (L)
Buyer Tendency (M)
Last Bidding (M)
Suspicious
Auction Bids (L)
Starting Price Average (L)
Early Bidding (L)
Bidding Ratio (L)
Nibble Bidding (H)
Buyer Tendency (M)
Last Bidding (M)
Winning Ratio (H)
Normal
Early Bidding (L)
Bidding Ratio (L)
Auction Bids (L)
Last Bidding
Winning Ratio (H)
Nibble Bidding (H)
Buyer Tendency (M)
Starting Price Average (L)
Suspicious
Bidding Ratio (L)
Buyer Tendency (M)
Winning Ratio (H)
Early Bidding (L)
Nibble Bidding (H)
Auction Bids (L)
Last Bidding (M)
Starting Price Average (L)

Among the 8 clusters, 4 clusters with total of around 5% instances show strong
implication of shill bidding based on the values of the 8 shill patterns and are labelled as
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Suspicious. In these 4 clusters, fraud patterns with high weights mostly belong to the
‘High’ property category implying that the values for these fraud patterns are higher than
average. The remaining 4 clusters with 95% of instances are labelled as normal because
most of the fraud patterns with high weights are in the ‘Low’ property category or those
with ‘High’ property are of low weight. In conclusion, we obtain a PDA training dataset
with 8 features and 1 class label and a total of 1488 instances, with 95% Normal
instances (negative class) and 5% Suspicious instances (positive class). We have in total
around 70 bidders whose fraud patterns indicate that they are behaving suspiciously.
This is an imbalanced dataset and requires sampling before the actual classification
process is performed, to obtain an efficient model.

8.4 Data Sampling
For sampling, as mentioned earlier, we used SMOTE and SpreadSubsample as the oversampling and under-sampling techniques respectively. In the remaining section we
discuss the results of applying these two sampling methods individually as well as
together on our dataset and how that impacts the resultant model. We apply these three
methods on the unbalanced dataset in three different implementations to obtain one
sampled dataset from each method. These three sampled datasets are then individually
used as input training file for LIBSVM classification to determine which sampled dataset
returns the best model for IAFD among the three. The one which returns the best result is
selected as our preferred sampling technique for producing the final balanced training
dataset.
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Tables 19, 20 demonstrate the results of applying the two sampling methods individually
and then Table 21 shows the result of applying the hybrid of these methods. All the
results are with respect to the Suspicious class as we are more interested in the correct or
incorrect classification of Suspicious bidders than that of Normal bidders. At the end we
will provide the average performance measure with respect to both Normal and
Suspicious bidders to prove how well our model works with both the classes.
To maintain the ratio of 2:1 on our labelled dataset which is originally highly imbalanced
with a ratio of almost 20:1, we have to apply SMOTE several times. After applying
SMOTE technique we obtain the sampled dataset. Through CVParameterSelection we
get the values of C and ɤ as [8.8, 0.5] for this sampled dataset. In Table 19, we see that
when the LIBSVM algorithm is applied to this sampled dataset it shows highest AUC of
80%. When we tried other neighboring values of C and ɤ, both the AUC and Recall
value is decreasing resulting in more classification errors.
Table 19. Results - Only SMOTE
C - Cost ɤ - Gamma Precision Recall
1
0.5
0.750
0.601
5
0.5
0.784
0.616
8.5
0.5
0.789
0.622
8.8
0.8
0.805
0.663
8.8
0.9
0.795
0.644
10
0.8
0.802
0.661

F-measure
0.667
0.690
0.695
0.727
0.711
0.725

AUC
0.762
0.775
0.779
0.800
0.790
0.799

Next, instead of using over-sampling we used only the under-sampling method of
SpreadSubsample on the originally imbalanced dataset. After applying this method we
are left with a total of 210 instances, distributed as 140:70 across Normal vs. Suspicious
bidders respectively. Through CVParameterSelection we derived the best values of C
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and ɤ as [1.12, 0.3] for this under-sampled dataset. As revealed in Table 20 an AUC of
71% is achieved when only SpreadSubsample method is applied, which is less than the
previous result of 80% when only SMOTE is applied. Also, the Recall of 52% is much
less than 66% with SMOTE.
Table 20. Results - Only SpreadSubsample
C - Cost ɤ - Gamma Precision Recall
1
0.1
0.667
0.438
1
0.3
0.706
0.493
1.12
0.3
0.731
0.521
1.3
0.3
0.731
0.521
1.12
0.5
0.717
0.521
1.12
0.9
0.685
0.507

F-measure
0.529
0.581
0.608
0.608
0.603
0.583

AUC
0.664
0.695
0.712
0.712
0.709
0.695

Thus it is proved that over-sampling yields better result than under-sampling in our case.
Also due to the fact that number of instances becomes very less when only undersampling is performed on a moderately sized imbalanced dataset like ours, it makes the
overall training set computationally insufficient for building a supervised classification
model.
Now instead of using only SMOTE or only SpreadSubsample, we employ a hybrid of
both methods to balance the dataset. Hence we try to prove that the hybrid method
performs better than either of the method individually applied [Chawla2002]. In this case
CVParameterSelection returns the best values of C and ɤ as [7.78, 0.6] which is less than
what we used while applying only SMOTE. So we can claim that the penalty is lower in
this case. When the hybrid method is applied on the original dataset, the highest possible
of 86% is achieved for AUC through classification as shown in Table 21.
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Table 21. Results – Hybrid of SMOTE and SpreadSubsample
C - Cost
1
1
7.78
7.78
10
10

ɤ - Gamma
0.5
0.9
0.6
0.9
0.5
0.9

Precision
0.833
0.840
0.867
0.854
0.847
0.846

Recall
0.784
0.778
0.784
0.782
0.784
0.780

F-measure
0.808
0.807
0.823
0.816
0.814
0.811

AUC
0.853
0.852
0.862
0.858
0.856
0.854

This result is better than applying only SMOTE which gives an AUC of only 80%. Also
we witness a considerable improvement in the Recall which is increased from 66% in
case of only SMOTE to 78% in case of the hybrid method. Recall is an important metric
to determine the classification accuracy of negative instances, which in our case is the
Suspicious class. Thus we choose the hybrid method as our final sampling technique.

8.5 Cross-validation of Training Set
In this section we carry out experiment to witness which value of k in k-fold crossvalidation generates the best results for IAFD model. Through CVParameterSelection
we select the initial set of C and ɤ values as [2.3, 0.1] to start the experiment. Tables 22
represents the result of employing 5-fold and 10-fold cross-validation method.
Table 22. Results - Cross-validation with k=5 and k=10
C

ɤ

1.5
1.5
2.3
2.3
2.5
3.0

0.1
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.1

Precision
K=5 K=10
0.692 0.778
0.708 0.773
0.760 0.792
0.680 0.696
0.760 0.778
0.731 0.769

Recall
K=5 K=10
0.310 0.483
0.586 0.586
0.655 0.665
0.586 0.552
0.655 0.724
0.655 0.690
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F-measure
K=5 K=10
0.429 0.596
0.642 0.667
0.704 0.717
0.630 0.615
0.704 0.750
0.691 0.727

AUC
K=5 K=10
0.654 0.740
0.791 0.791
0.826 0.826
0.791 0.774
0.826 0.860
0.825 0.843

We can see that when the value of k is 10, the model performs better by achieving an
AUC of 86% as contrary to 82% when the value of K is 5. Thus, we use k=10 i.e. 10fold cross-validation for building our fraud detection model.
Apart from practical evidence as demonstrated in the results above, there are some
theoretical assertions for choosing k=10:


With a set of fixed examples, 10-fold cross-validation helps in the standard way
of predicting the error rate of a learning mechanism [Witten2005].



Many machine learning methods show that 10-fold is the standard for estimating
the error on different kind of datasets [Witten2005].



10-fold cross-validation is generally used to avoid the chances of the model
overfitting in the training data [Nagi2010].

After selecting the value of k as 10 we build the final SVM model based on the hybrid
sampling technique and 10-fold cross-validation with C and ɤ values as [7.78, 0.6]. As
mentioned earlier, the previous experiments were conducted considering the Suspicious
class, but after finalizing the model we present the average result considering both the
classes, Normal and Suspicious, in Table 23.
Table 23. Results - Hybrid Method Considering Both Classes
Method
LIBSVM

Precision
0.878

Recall
0.879

F-measure
0.878

We achieve an AUC of 85% and Recall of 87% which are quite satisfactory.
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AUC
0.854

8.6 Testing using Test Dataset
In this final stage of our work we discuss about the testing phase where based on the
final parameter values deduced from previous experiments, we set-up the LIBSVM
algorithm and run the training process in Weka to build the final model. The parameters
and their values we used for building the final SVM model is listed in Table 24.
Table 24. Final Parameter Values for LIBSVM
Method / Parameters
k-fold Cross-validation
Cost parameter C
Kernel
Kernel Parameter ɤ

Values
k = 10
C = 7.78
Radial Basis Function
ɤ = 0.6

Primarily we divided our original data set into two parts where 134 (90%) auctions are
used for training and building the model using the above parameters, whereas the other
15 (10%) auctions are used for testing the model. After running LIBSVM on the training
data we obtain the final SVM model which we name as ‘PDA_SVMModel.model’. We
run this model on the unlabelled test instances for determining the class to which each of
the test data belongs. The testing dataset structure has to be similar to that of training set
with the derived 8 shill bidding patterns but no label. We name the testing data file as
‘PDA_TestingSet.arff’, which has 151 bidder records with no class label.
Using the two files, the model file and the testing file, as input, we run the below testing
command in Weka Console to detect the label of the test instances. The result can be
found in the result file ‘PDATest.result’ as seen in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. LIBSVM – Command for Testing
We represent our result in Table 25 in the form of confusion matrix.
Table 25. Test Results - Confusion Matrix
Predicted Class

Normal

Normal

Suspicious

132 (TN)

7 (FP)

4 (FN)

8 (TP)

Actual
Class Suspicious

After a thorough manual analysis of the 15 auctions considered for testing, the actual
number of normal and suspicious bidders are found to be 139 and 12. From the matrix
we can see that out of 139 positive or Normal instances, 132 instances are correctly
predicted as Normal and 7 instances are incorrectly predicted as Suspicious or negative
by our IAFD model. But out of the 12 negative instances 8 instances are correctly
predicted as negative or Suspicious and 4 instances are incorrectly predicted as Normal.
We calculate the performance metrics based on the above confusion matrix values:


Accuracy: (TP+TN)/Total = (132+8)/151 = 0.92



Misclassification rate: (1- Accuracy) = (FP+FN)/Total = (7+4)/151 = 0.08



True Positive Rate or Recall: TP/(TP+FN) = 8/(8+4) = 0.66



Precision: TP/(TP+FP) = 8/(8+7) = 0.53

We can see that the overall accuracy is 92% which is quite high, but this is also
considering the number of Normal bidders being correctly predicted as Normal. This is
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because the test data is highly imbalanced and un-sampled, has majority of Normal
bidders. We are more interested in the number of Suspicious bidders being correctly
predicted. As per the Recall value, we can state that 66% of the Suspicious bidders are
detected successfully by our model. The other 34% is not detected and are being labelled
as Normal, which is the False Negative rate. Moreover we can see that out of all the
bidders predicted as Suspicious, only 53% are actually Suspicious. This means around
47% of Normal bidders are erroneously labelled as Suspicious, which is the False
Positive rate. Though this is not a good figure, but it is believed that in the fraud
detection area it is more important to minimize the False Negative rate than the False
Positive rate [Phua2010, Sallehuddin2014]. The bidders in the False Positive category
can be further investigated and cleared of their accusation but the bidders in the False
Negative category, if once labelled as Normal and are authenticated as legitimate bidders
can never be tracked thereafter. Our model works effectively to maintain less False
Negative cases (34%) than False Positive (47%).
We obtain an AUC of 80% during testing as compared to 85% achieved during training,
so it can be said that our model is generalized in nature. The graphical representation of
the testing model AUC is shown in the left hand graph of Figure 18 whereas the ideal
ROC curve when AUC = 1 is seen in the right hand graph of Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Test Results - Area under ROC curve
Time Efficiency – In Table 26 we present the time efficiency report of our IAFD
model. We calculate the time efficiency in both the offline and online phase. Though, we
have moderate number of data for our experiment but sometimes auction houses have
large amount of transactions for different product categories and different time period.
Keeping that in mind we have analysed the time complexity of our model.
Table 26. Test Results - Time Efficiency
Phase
Time Efficiency
Offline Training:
Time taken to build model –
294 seconds (1488
instances)
Online Testing: 4 seconds (151
instances)

Scalability
Scalability is not a factor as training phase is offline.

In this case we tested for around 15 auctions where in
total 151 bidders participated but in real-time we will
run our model after each auction where numbers of
instances are the total number of bidders
participating in that auction. Total number of bidders
participating in an auction hardly will exceed 50, and
while our model will run on 50 records it will
obviously take pretty less time.

Thus we claim that the IAFD model has no scalability issue given the fact that while
detecting shill bidders online it will be required to deal with transactions from one
auction at a time.
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8.7 Conclusion and Comparison
In this section we sum up the conclusions we have drawn from our experiments. Also we
will do a comparison with a other works which used SVM for shill detection.


Commercial auction data from eBay has been used to carry out the
experiments. Auction data of PDA is used, which is one of the commonly
auctioned and costly products.



90% of the data is used for training while the other 10% is being used for the
testing process.



Among the 10 fraud patterns, 8 are utilized for the IAFD model considering
the data quality.



Though scaling is an important pre-processing feature for LIBSVM but it is
proved to be not applicable for our dataset.



Hierarchical clustering created 8 clusters among which 4 are labelled as
Suspicious and others as Normal after thorough analysis of clusters are done.



The hybrid method of over-sampling technique SMOTE and under-sampling
method SpreadSubsample proved to be more efficient that any one of them.
The hybrid method returned an AUC of 86% as compared to 80% and 71%
for SMOTE and SpreadSubsample respectively.



Another reason for not choosing SpreadSubsample is that the number of
resulting instances, after a moderately sized imbalanced dataset is undersampled, is not sufficient to train a classification model.
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For k-fold cross-validation the value of k when 10 achieves an AUC of 86%
as compared to 82% when the value of k is 5. Thus 10-fold cross-validation is
applied for the final model.



When our model is compared to that of [Ochaeta2008] and [Lin2014], we
find our model to be efficient and reliable than theirs due to the following
reasons (comparing the performance metrics are not ideally possible given
that the datasets used in these three works are not the same, this is only a
general comparison):
Table 27. Results Comparison
System Scope

Ochaeta2008

Offline system
that focuses on
learning

Classification
Features
Features used
include feedback
rating

Lin2014

Offline system
that focuses on
learning

Features used
include feedback
rating

Our IAFD
Model

Offline as well
as online
system.

Features used are
totally related to
the shill bidding
behaviors



Dependencies
Fraudster
profiles used to
build training
data
Fraudster
profiles used to
build training
data
Regular
bidding data
utilized that is
easily available

Performance
Metrics
Precision – 81.0%
Recall – 80.4%
F-measure – 80.7%
Precision – 72.3%
Recall – 76.8%
F-measure – 70.7%
Precision – 87.8%
Recall – 87.9%
F-measure – 87.8%

The final model when applied to unseen test dataset attains an AUC of 80%
and identifies 8 out of 12 suspicious bidders correctly with a Recall of 66%.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter discusses about the conclusions we draw from our theoretical analysis and
experiment along with the contributions we plan as part of future work in continuation to
our research.

9.1 Conclusion
Online auction has become very popular with the growing need of e-commerce
applications to address the demand of consumers from every area. Market areas like
Business-to-Business, Business-to-Customer, Customer-to-Customer and Business-toGovernment are some of the key areas where online auction has extensively strengthened
its grip by providing a dynamic environment to procure goods at competitive prices. But
in order to gain the trust of users it is also very important to make this environment safe
and healthy for participants. Apart from common e-commerce frauds like credit card
fraud, identity theft, phishing and counterfeit products, online English auctions are
largely vulnerable to shill bidding where prices of items are raised in an unethical
manner. The nature and complexity of shill bidding makes it hard to detect and harder to
safeguard from.
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We have developed a two-phased shill detection model named In-Auction Fraud
Detection or IAFD to detect shill bidders runtime during an auction event. If any
bidder detected to be behaving suspiciously, necessary action is taken to put that
particular auction on hold and investigate that bidder’s activities thoroughly
before processing payment.



We have used SVM classification method to classify between normal and
suspicious bidders. Reasons for choosing SVM are:
o SVM’s generalization capability ensures the effectiveness of the model
when applied to unseen or new data. In fraud detection applications it is
very important to detect new fraud types accurately.
o SVM works well when there is a balance between the number of features
and number of training instances. In our case the combination of training
data size and number of features is perfect for achieving good
classification result.
o Owing to the fact that we are dealing with a moderately sized training
dataset, our model is said to be both time and space efficient with respect
to SVM complexity.
o Since our data is highly imbalanced, we applied sampling technique to
balance the data and it is usually found that SVM works pretty well with
moderately balanced data.
o SVM is good at handling noisy data which is an important characteristic
of fraud data.
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A set of bidding behaviors is found to be consistent among shill bidders and
based on these behaviors 10 fraud patterns have been formulated to be used as
classifying features.



Real world data from eBay is used to carry out the experiments. As it is
extremely difficult to obtain labelled data for auction fraud, we used clustering,
the unsupervised ML technique, to label the eBay data based on the formulated
fraud patterns. Hierarchical clustering is used by us due to the following reasons:
o Hierarchical clustering does not need the numbers of clusters to be
specified. In our case instead of hard clustering the data into two clusters,
we wanted the algorithm to create the clusters for us and then we labeled
each of the clusters as “Normal” or “Suspicious” based on their property.
o Since our dataset is moderate in size, we prefer hierarchical clustering as
it works faster and has higher accuracy with respect to cluster quality.
o In the past, many researches [Ford2012, Sabau2012] successfully used
this clustering technique for grouping fraud data. This method is found to
produce better quality clusters than others.
o Though the computational complexity is high for hierarchical clustering
but given the fact that our dataset size is not very huge and the offline
training phase is a one-time operation, it will not have major impact on
our present system.



Fraud data from the real world is imbalanced in nature, where number of fraud
transactions is way less than normal transactions. We handled this issue in our
data through ‘Sampling’ technique. We have witnessed that hybrid sampling
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method yields better AUC of 86% compared to either of the over-sampling (80%)
or under-sampling (71%) method independently.


Our IAFD model has a Recall of 66% and AUC of 80% while detecting
Suspicious bidders within an un-labelled test dataset.



The IAFD model achieved an AUC of 80% during testing phase and 86% during
training phase. Considering this small difference, we can claim that IAFD model
is not suffering from overfitting issues and minimizes the generalization error.



Our IAFD model achieved an F-measure of 87%, whereas [Ochaeta2008] and
[Lin2014] achieved 80% and 70% respectively while using binary SVM for
analysing shill bidding fraud.

9.2 Future Work
There are several directions for future contribution with respect to our current work.
Some of them are discussed below:


In this work we mainly concentrated on using SVM as the classification method
and experimenting with the different parameter values and methods which will
yield best result for non-linearly classifying the fraud data by IAFD model. In
future we plan to build this model based on other classification techniques like
decision tree and artificial neural network to compare the results.



Another very important improvement for this model will be modifying the SVM
algorithm to learn incrementally by adding new data points from the already
tested data. An auction data once tested and verified as fraud by the IAFD model
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is added to the training set for making the training set more dynamic with respect
to new fraud instances. Moreover to implement this we may use a hybrid
clustering method of hierarchical and partitional clustering techniques through
which risks from using each of the techniques can be minimized [Sabau2012]


It is very difficult to obtain current online auction dataset from the internet, thus
for our experiment we had to use eBay data which is not very recent. It is
possible to extract data from online auction sites through programmes like web
crawl or scraper but there are several issues. Firstly, not all websites allow
scrapping of data due to reasons like data security and confidentiality [Jank2010].
Secondly, it is very time and space consuming to work with this huge volume of
scrapped raw data and constructing transactions histories out of that
[Chang2012]. We plan to create a crawling program which will help in extracting
meaningful data in an organized manner.



In order to use the eBay data for both training and testing, we split the data into
1:9 ratios. We have used a random splitting technique based on the auction End
Date to split this data. In future we plan to use a more full-proved way of
stratified splitting technique to divide the data into training and testing set.



Our model currently works for one auction at a time. We can design a multiagent system which will run in parallel to address the concurrent auctions in an
online auction site.
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